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Abstract 
Peer-to-peer (P2P) 11pplic:1tiMs ~udl .1s Nnpstcr nnd Gnutclla that 
communicate us peers shnring nmJ recch ing infonnntion are becoming 
commonplace as a means for users connected on lnrgc networks to take advantage of 
the vast resources nvni lnble to them. The Microsoft .NET Framework provides a rich 
plat fo rm fbr bui ld ing P2P applications. 
The main object ivc of this thesis is to develop a simple, eITective, attractive, 
interactive, convenient and user friendly instant messaging and file sharing P2P 
application. This thesis also explains the concepts that make up P2P applications. 
·n1e P2P application model. discovering others peers, and querying peers for 
infonnation arc discussed. 
llao;icnlly, this P2P application includes th ree 111<x.lulcs. server module. client 
module and li brary module. Server mix.Jule handles all the server lunctionnlitics like 
listening to connections amJ receivi ng me'>'>agc'>. ( ·11e111 111tHlt1le handle-. nll thc client 
functional ities including call request and ca ll initiation. Library m<x.lule hnnulcs nil 
the Windows Fonn Controls and also acts as a middle agent for the communication 
between client and server. 
'I he Microson .NET is the sof\ware development plntfonn to he used \ idely 
through out the project. This project also wi ll cmphasi1e the ndvantagcs of 
Micm ... of1 .N I ~ I' in developing the f>2P application. Microson SQI Sen er 2000 or 
Micrnsol\ SQL Server ne ... ktop l·nginc (MSDE) will he u;;ctl to mnnngc the database 
while Windows XI' f>mtcs ... inrwl wil l he my project development plntfom1 
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1.1 Project Overview 
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) i:-. :1 "-ind l)f dl'l'l'ntmlitl' l.'.l'mputing where computers 
communicate directly with nnc nnn1hcr. P:2 P .llll)\\S computers. and their users, to 
tap unusc.:d resources such as C:\tm mcgnhcrtI l)f processing power, gigabytes of 
storage that would other.vise rcmnin locked up in individual desktops. 
P2 P computing has been around for several decades. The internet conceived 
tn 1969 was a P2P system . The goa l of the original ARPANET was to share 
computing resources around the US. The challenge for this effort was to integrate 
difTerent kinds existing networks as well as future technologies with one common 
network architecture that would allow every host to be an equal player. Early 
applications of P2 P were Usenet and DNS. This put a tremendous work-load on thc 
consumption of bandwidth, but also standards of addressing/cu11111111nicating to other 
machincs had to be c.:stabl ished. Prior to Napster's launch in I 1) 1)9, one nf the cnrlie:-.t 
large-scale uses of P2 P computing wa-. i11 I 994, when two sc ienti-.h at 1hc <.inddnrd 
space Flight Center in Maryland networked 16 processors together and created a 
single cluster computer. 
The most important churactcristic and feature of P2P is tleccntmli1..ntion that 
leads to incrcu.scd pcrfomiunce, scalability and dic;ruptivcness. A<;, n nclwor\.. grows 
bigger, all centmli1.cd points wi ll become weak points in its infmstnicturc. Example: 
I he internet and the l)NS sy'ilem. or trnnsutlantic peering points. Opposed lo lhc 
traditionnl client/server model of standalone llp/http/moil/etc. \crvcrs, pccrc; arc 
c.:on-.tantly co1111ected to the network 1111<.J con..,tuntly exchange information. 
Pl l' technology cnn he 11 ..,cd in the dillerent urea .... ·1 he following tnhlc ..,hows 
the npplications ol J> l P tcchnolu~y : 
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Table 1. I: Different types llf P 2P npplil:ntions 
- -Types F'nmpks 
File Sharing Un11tl'l l.l . .1ps1t·r 
-
~ 1-
Dislrihutcd Co111p11ting St'ti(!iH ll' lllC. DL tributcd.net. 
Distrih11tcd cicncc 
.__ 
P2P Search Engine OpcnCOLA 
- P2P Communication ICQ. IRC. Eggdrop, Aimster 
._ 
Edge Services Intel's upcoming edge services 
,_ 
Device Intercommunication Jini . Bluetooth 
- Anonymity/Anti-Censorship Freenet, Onion Routing, Hacktivismo. Red 
Rover 
Communication is a key clement when writing nearly any type of application. 
An application gains value when it becomes distributed and interacts wi th other 
resources available to it on the Internet or intranct. ·111c most con1111on mndcl for 
communication over the Internet today i ~ cl ientl'>crver. where there i'> 11 d ient thnt 
knows how to n.:qucst in fomiat ion and po'>t in format ion 10 a server, nnd the server 
knows how to respond to requests from the client. A browser talking ton Web ser. er 
is a common example of this model. Many browsers cun send requests to the Web 
'>erver, und the server docs its job by li stening for tho-.c requests and responding 
back to each of the browsers requesting or sending in fonnation (usually in the fonn 
of Web pages). In this mode l. the Web server cannot arbi trarily contact the bro\\ ...cr. 
I he "conversation" is always initiated by the client. 
J\ P2P applicat ion is different from lhe trnclitionul clicnt/...cr. cr mcxlcl 
hecm1' c the appl icntion' invo lved act "' hoth client' and -.er. er.. ln nt i'> to "'"). 
whi le they me uhlc to req11c\I i11fom111tio11 Imm other '>crvcr'. they ut ... o have the 
uhi lity to net II'> 11 \crvcr nml re\ J)(llld to rcque"'t"' for infomu11ion from other clients nt 
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the same time. This approach increases the l\ll\t\Unt llf \'!\hte thut each node on the 
network can ndd hecnuse it 1101 only tnkcs infomrnt inn fn lm a sour~c. but it also has 
the uhi lity to shnre that infbrmntinn " ith other ~l'll~es. 
Unlike a client/server model, "here :\ client sends a request, the server 
returns the result nller processing the request. P2P is a different model altogether 
since here the applications involved act as both clients and servers. They are able to 
act as c lientc; as they can request fo r information from other servers and can act as 
servers too us they can respond to requests for in formation from other clients at the 
same time. This approach increases the amount of value that each node on the 
network can add because it not only lakes in fo rmation from a source, but it also has 
the ability to share that information with other sources. This reduces the load on 
servers and allows them to perfo rm spcciali1cd service<> ('iuch a"I mail-list gcnemtil)ll. 
billing, etc.) more effectively. ·1 hu'i it can be "laid that a P2P network i'l one in' hich 
each workstation has equivalent responsibi lit ie'i. lk "l igncd we ll , 1'21' cnn imprm c 
reliability, "lecurity, and availability becau'>c a "linglc point ol failure would not tnlo.c 
down the system. It lets you use idle resources that you already own to c:-.pand 
and fort ify storage, improve processing. nnd polentiul ly reduce bandwidth 
rcq u i rem en t!>. 
/\typical P2P application hn'l the fo llowing key features that help dclinc it : 
Discovcrin~ other peers 
I he 11pplil:111io11 11111 ... 1 be nh le lo tind other 11pplication"I thul arc " ii ling to ... hare their 
i11fomwtio11. 1 lbtorically. the upplicatio11 ti11d.., the\e pccr"I hy n.:gi"ltcring " ith a 
ce111r.1I '>c r-vc r thnl m11i11111i11 ... 11 li "l t nt all 11pplac11tiu11 ... eurrcntl) ' ai ling t() ... hare nnd 
nivinn thnt li"lt tu 1111y new 11pplie111io11s a..; they connect to the nct\\or"-. . 1 lo" c' er. 
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there arc other means available, such as nch\ork hn,nd1:nsting or discovery 
algorithms. 
Querying peers for content 
Once these peers hnve been discovered, the application can ask them for the content 
that is desired by the application. Content requests often come from users, but it is 
highly conceivable that the P2P application is running on its own and perfonning its 
query as a result of some other network request that came to it rather than a specific 
request made by a user at that machine. 
Shar ing content with other peers 
In the same way that the peer can ask others fo r content, it con also share content 
afler i1 has been discovered. 
P2P Instant Messaging 
The first modem use of P2P began with the launch of the ICQ instant 
messaging service in 1996. Unlike traditional Internet chat serv ices (such as Internet 
Relay Chat), ICQ did not rely on chat servers to host chat rooms or channels where 
users could exchange messages in real time. Instead, ICQ connected users directly, 
with no server involved, lhus creating true P2P connections. 
The populurily of ICQ (ul it c; height, the ICQ nc1work had 50 million use~) 
inspired sevcrnl important imitalors and competitors. Ame rica Online incorporated 
i n~ 1 11n l 111es"Hl~ i 11g with in its proprietary commercinl network, and Inter offered 11 
Weh hased inter luce to !heir network through the AOL Instant 1e 5engcr 
s 
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application. (AOL also purchased tCQ. m \ 1.)1.)1'\.) ~ ticn.'sotl entered the instant 
messaging wars in 1999 with its MSN ~ ksscn~cr npplic ltitm. and upped the ante in 
200 I with the new Windows Messenger pn)gmm. included with its Windows XP 
opcruting C\ystem. Yahoo! nlso cntcn:d the troy with its Yahoo! Messenger 
application, and in 1998 n group of independent programmers developed Jabber, an 
instant messaging appl ication that promises to break free from traditional proprietary 
messaging networks. Today more than 200 million users exchange instant messages 
using one or more of these proprietary systems, making instant messaging the single 
largest application of P2P technology. 
P2P File Sharing 
The next phase in P2P was the creation of applications that prnmoted P'.!P 
tile sharing. In 1999, 18-ycar-old college \ tudent Shawn Fanning <kvclnpcd \\h!\t 
has since become perhaps the most notorious P2P application: Nap ... tcr. Funning. 
frustrated by the difficult nature of' finding digital music lites on the Web. cntkd his 
own application to find and swap music files on individual PC'\. Nap ... tcr tapped into 
a huge pent-up demand and, by the end of 2000, hnd snore than 50 million user-; 
swapping primarily MP3 music fi les. Since most of these tiles consisted of 
copyrighted material, however, Nupster soon found itself on the receiving end of 
'icvcral hruising m11'i ic-ind11'itry law'iuit '\. ·1 hcse lawsuits (anti 'iUO\Cqucnt court 
rulings in favour or the record compa nies) effectively shut Nap ... tcr down, forc ing it 
In lilter out a ll copyrighted file' nml change it ... h11'>i11c'is mlxlcl tn nne ol 
..,11b..,ctiptio11 ddivcry ol liccn..,ed 111 111eri11 I. 
I he 111 i ... 111ke F111111i11g 111mlc with Nnp..,tcr Wll'i 10 1mplcmc11 t n ")"tem thnt wnl\ 
not completely P2P i11 1111111re. Nnp'itcr ll 'icd a central 'ie rvcr to 1,torc and \Cncs nn 
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index of files that were ovoiloble on the millions nf pt."Cr cnmputcrs that comprised 
the Napster network. The courts could cffccti\ d) shut dlm n the entire network by 
forc ing the index server ollline. 
·1 his mistnkc was not repented b. 1hc mnn) P2P lite-sharing services that 
sprang up in the wake of the nnti-Nnps1cr In\\ Suits. These serv ices, such as Gnutella, 
Aimstcr, and Audiogalaxy, arc true P2P net\\ orks, with no central index servers 
involved. Instead. 1hcsc networks utilize P2P distributed search services to locate 
files on request; when a tile is found, the two peers then connect to each other to 
transfer the file from one 10 the other. 
The .NET Framework has a significant range of ch()ices when it comes to the 
type of application that you can create. When writing P2P application. it is important 
to understand how it will be uo;ed. ·1 his will make it ea ... ier to decide which .N I· r 
application model to use. In the case of J>2P, four powerful application models (nr 
application types) arc availab le. A brief overview or thc..,c mmlcl.., tullow ..... 
Web Services 
Found in the System. Web.Services namespacc. the Web Services technology 
provides un excellent wuy to handle registmtion, discovery, and content lookup for 
your 1'2P upp licution. A Web Service allows you to quickl y write u clnss thnt lic; tcnc; 
for incoming requests. procc~'>CS them a~ they arrive, and 'lend' back U!>Cful 
in fomwtion in thc fonn or ohjcct' th111 urc ca-.ily undcr ... wod by the peer applic.uion. 
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Windows Forms 
Found in the System. Win Forms nnmcsp.ll't'. \\'indo" s Fom\s is the .NET 
l·rnmcwork solution for writing the t) pc nf ril'h \\'indows-bnsed GUI applications 
that ht.:lp to make the P2P c:-.periencc much more exciting. Windows Forms is the 
ideal technology for writing the GUI for the peer that lets your users log in, request, 
and share content. 
Web Forms 
Found in the System.Web namespace, the Web Forms technology makes it very 
easy to rctum HTML content to a peer application. This can be useful if you want to 
spice up your P2P application with genera l content about the service or 
ndverti sements about using the service. When the P2 P application -.tarts 11p nnd 
registers with the Web Service, it can also cu ll a Web Fonn ... application tn g1.· t the 
latest 1 ITML content from the server. 
Service Process 
Found in the System.Serv iceProces-; numespace, a service pmces., (abo J..nown as n 
Windows NT c;ervice) is useful in P2P scenario<; as a long-lived discovery ervcr. In 
most cases, a Web Service is heller for fu lfilling the ro le of the discovery service 
(mentionetl previously). l lowcvcr, in cu-.cs where the discovery mcchani\ m i., not 
11-;ing the I rtTP protocol. n \ervice process ti< .. tening for some other protocol might 
he the hc ... t way to go. 
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1.2 Project Objective 
The purpose of th is project is to fi rst and ti.'~"ll'St gainer nnd understanding 
of the P2P concept and then impkmcnts it in a re:1l world situation. P2P application 
is an application which provides P2P service nmong the user in the world. It is found 
to be a potentially powerful online communication tool that gives many benefits to 
all the users. 
Among the most desired objecti ves of this project are: 
• To provide a simple. effective, attractive and interactive P2P application to 
attract users to go instant messaging and file sharing. 
• To provide a user fr iendly interface to allow every process to be 
accomplished on a computer-based environment. 
• To improve the convenient, acces'iihil ity and quality of in11.:mc1ion:-. hem ccn 
the users. 
• To be reliable. P21' app lication ell\ Un.::-. the rclinhi lity or -.er ice 111\ll 
in fo rmation with fewer mistakes as the transferring is carried out on line. 
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1.3 Project Scope 
The core ICnturcs of P2P npplicntinn: 
• A P2P npplication should he nhk to locntc other peers in the network. 
• Once an app lication is ahlc to locntc other peers. it should be able to 
communicate with them using messages. 
• Once the communication is established with other peers, the application 
should be able to receive and provide in fonnation. such as content. 
The main user of this application system including all users that wishes to 
instant messaging and file sharing. 
The three main modules: 
• Client Module handles all the client functionalities including ca ll rcquc~t 
and call initiation. 
• Server Module - handles all the server f unctionnlities like lic;tening to 
connections and receiving messages. 
• Library Module handles all the Windows Fonn Controls, and also nets ns n 
middle agent for the communication between client and server. 
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1.4 Project Limitation 
Every system regnrdlcss of the mnm1nl or the fully nutomntcd system. there 
will always be limitations nml wcakncs..;cs. l'he limitations of the P2P application 
system to be developed arc: 
Portability 
The P2P application system will be deve loped in the Microsoft Windows 
environment. Thus, P2 P application cannot be ported to other platform such as 
Macintosh or Linux-based system. 
Language Supports 
The English will be used as the sole language in this P2 P application system. Due tn 
the constraint of time, P2 P application system in Bahasa Mclny11 vcr-.inn will he 
added in the future us an enhancement to the system when required. 
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1.5 Expected Outco1nc 
• A P2 P appl ication system thnt consists thrt.-c modules: c lient module. server 
module nnd lihmry moduk. 
• A P2P application system thut nllo\\s users to instant messaging and file 
sharing. 
• A standard application with a user friendly graphical user interface that will 
case the user to instant messaging and file sharing. 
• A system that will attract both computer literate and illiterate to use the P2P 
application. 
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1 .6 Project Schedule 
Time mnnngcmcnt is very important to :lll pl\)_jcct lkvclopcrs. lt is an 
important attribule in dctem1ining how deep a pl\)bkm hns been analyzed, how 
comprehensive should a solution be designed. ho\\ complete can a source code be 
implemented nnd how thoroughly can the program be tested. 
A project schedule is planned at the system studies and planning phase to 
ensure thnt efTort is dislributed within the prescribed time frame to make the best use 
of resource. 
The projecl schedule is shown in the Figure I. I. 
J1IM J1lly A-c-t Nn•ahr Dece~r J-u.ry 
Ke J A.ctJri des 2003 2003 2003 2003 2003 2003 
1 2 3 .. 1 2 3 
" 
1 2 3 
" 
1 2 3 
" 
1 2 3 
" 
1 2 3 
" 
Lltcraturn I 
,_ 
Raviow I I I I 
--
,_ ,__ ,_ ,_ 
I I I I - - - - - - - - - - -System 
Analysis I I I I 
- - - - -Systllm Desi&U'I I I I I I 
- -Co din a .__ ·- -
-
,. 
-
·- I ,- .- ,- 1~ 1 · Unit Tcstinu 
- c ·-
-
1 - 1 I I ., ., ., ., ·r-lnmi:ratJon 
-
' -
. ' . 
Testlne. 
System Test.in& I 
Documentation ,  ... ~.H.~ 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Figure I. I: Project schedule 
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1.7 Chapter Summary 
P2P application is the application nf nc" tt"\:hm)logics. part icularly Internet 
and communication technologies to help gn)up study. individuals businesses and 
other organiz.ations cond ucting communication in a better way. Thus, P2P 
application is designed in built to fit in the trend of P2P technology. 
With P2P application, users are able to communicate each other in a secure 
manner, instant messaging and file sharing in a more efficient manner. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
2. 1 Purpose of Literature Review 
2.2 Introduction to Peer-to-Peer 
2.3 Analysis the Existing System 
2.4 Introduction to Microsoft .NET 
2.5 Development Platform 
2.6 Development Technology 
2. 7 Database Management System (DBMS) 
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2.1 Purpose of Literature Rcvie'v 
/\ litcrnt11r1.: r1.:v ii.:w is n had.~rnund stud~ about the knowledge and 
information gained to tkvdop the pmjL"CI. l'hc purpose is to: 
• Enable us to do compnrison on the p:ist-dcvclopcd projects. 
• Study the strength and weakness of the existing developed projects and give 
an overview how to improve the weakness and fulfi ll the requirements 
needed for the projecl. 
• Get a better understanding on the development tools that can be used to 
develop the project. 
• Get a better knowledge on the development methodologies used while 
developing a project. 
The fo llowing section~ wi ll take a clo<;er look at the need-; to di.:vclop thi.: P2P 
application. These <;ection\ will include the fo llowing: 
• Introduction to Peer-to-Peer [8 }[91[ I 01 
• The Peer-to-Peer Existing System 
• Microsoll .NET 
• Development Platfonn 
• Development Technology 
• Database Management System 
• Nctwori.. 
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2.2 Introduction to Peer-to-Peer 
A peer is a PC con111.:ctcd tn the lntcmct. th tt 1..·an communicated directly 
with other PCs, using some communicntinn pn,h'.ll:l'I. 
The Gnrtner Ciroup ddincs P'.! P computing as: "characterized by direct 
connections using virtual nnmespaces, it describes a set of computing nodes that 
treat each other as equals (peers) and supply processing power, content or 
applications to other nodes in n di stributed manner, with no presumptions about a 
hierarchy of control". 
P2P computing based architecture allows for decentralized application 
design, moving from centralized server models to a distributed model where cnch 
pt!er, imkpt!ndent of soflwan.: uml hanlwart! platforms, can bt!nefit and profit from 
being connected to millions or other peers. In such architectu res, clients ond ~ervcr~ 
have a latera l relationship rather than the traditional vertical relution-;hip, giving the 
whole peer group tremendous processing power and ... image "IHICe . 
It is worth mentioning that P2P computing is still in an evolving !>Hite nnd 
much needs to be done to overcome complex issues such a-. ~ccurity, networ\.. 
handwiuth, and architecture designs. 
Some of the core features of a P2P application: 
• A P2P application should he able to locale other peers in the network. 
• Once an application i-. able to locate other peer .... it 'ihould be able to 
communicate with them using me'isagcs. 
• Once the c.:01111111111 icutio11 is estnh li~hcd with other peer .... the application 
... 11011ld he ahle to receive 1111d provide information. ~uch UC\ content. 
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Independently from the enterprise d,)muin. t\ complcmcntnry type of 
distributed systems, the P2P networks, emerged. l'hesc huge networks fo llow a 
decentrnli1.ed approach and harvest the rcsnun:es l)f cnch peer. They do not depend 
on <ledieate<l network servers to provide services. &ch peer is considered as a server 
and a cl ient simultaneously. /\ peer mny request services from other peers while it 
provides services by itself to difTcrenl peers. The P2P concept became popular with 
fi le sharing applications, like Nnpster, and Gnutella (Gnutella 2002). 
In short, P2P networks may lead to a paradigm shift and may replace 
client/server architectures for several purposes. 
2.2.1 Pure Peer-to-Peer 
/\ pure P2P application docs not involve any cent ra l ~rver. It dynnmicnlly 
discovers other peers on the network and interacts with each of them for sending 11\d 
receiving content. The advantage of this type of application is that it docs not rel , nn 
any one server to be available for registration of its location in order for other peers 
to find it. I lowcver, the lack of a central discovery server po-;es a problem hccausc n 
relati vely low number of clients can be discovered, thereby limiting the application's 
reach. Also the time involved in discovering other peers is also more ns the num ber 
of queries send over the network is more than the case in which you have a central 
server. In this scenario. u peer can either use info rmation from u local configuration 
scheme to <li-;cover the clients (for example, u configuration entry that tells it who to 
t:.ili.. with) or it can employ network brm1uc11-.ting and discovery techniques such ns 
IP 111ultic:a'it lo di-;covcr the other peers. 
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DiKt"lf· Ct1ttul, l 
Ttudw Ourlts 
Figure 2. I: A pure P2P 
2.2.2 Peer-to-Peer with a Simple Discovery Server 
This type of architecture is quite similar to the pure P2P model except that it 
relics on a central server for discovery of the other peers. I lowcvcr, this model 
involves registering with the central server also called as the discovery server nt the 
time of log on. Thus the discovery server contains all the infnrmntiou or the peer 
who is logged on at a particular time. ·n1c peer application then uses this server to 
download li st of the other peers participating on its network that it con use to query 
for content. When content is needed, it goes through the list und contacts each peer 
individuul ly with its request. Thus the server only comes into picture for discovery 
of other peers and for obtaining a list of the peers who arc logged on, and then it is 
up out application to contact all these peers individually. 
I lowever, this approach hinges on the availability of the central server. lf the 
central server is not available. the P2P application will not be able to find other peers. 
In uddition, requesting content from each individual peer can be quite e:-.pcnsive 
from 11 network resource perspective. This muy not -.ccm like a hig deal if )Ou'rc 
thinking 11hu11t 11 few peers interacting over 11 network, but if your npplication is 
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being written for use over the Internet or a lnrgc cntcrpri$C environment, this 
consideration suddenly becomes much more signiticnnt. 
C11t111 & Trauilr o .. rlil 
Figure 2.2: P2P with a simple discovery server 
2.2.3 Peer-to-Peer with a Discovery and Lookup Server 
This model, similar to the one in the above figure, extends the discovery 
server so that it also includes content lookup services. In this case, beside 
registering with the discovery server, the peer application also uploads a list of its 
contents at regular intervals. When an application is looking for some particular 
content, it queries the central server rather than sending a query to each client. The 
central server then responds with a lb1 of the clients that contain the rcquc ted 
content nnd the peer upplication can contact those clients directly to retrieve the 
content. Quite ol\en thi-; npprouch wi ll scule better than the previous options because 
it reduces the 1111mher or queries going over the network. I lowever, this saving wi ll 
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incur a cost on the server. Servers nre now mol'I.! im oh cd in the pmccss of content 
sharing and the peer's demands wi II use . igni lic11nt rcsnu~es. 
2.2.4 P2P with a Discovery, Lookup, and Content Server 
In this kind of model, the peers also upload their content onto the server. 
Thus the clients can now direct ly query the server for the contents and can download 
it from him. This approach effectively becomes the client/server model because the 
peers arc no longer contacting other peers for content. Each peer registers with a 
server, queries it for information, and transfers any desired content down from the 
server. The problem with this approach is that when content is downloaded from all 
of the clients, the server quickly becomes the bottleneck and is easi ly overwhelmed 
by the peers (clients). 
Fiuure 2.3: P2P with u discovery, lookup and content server 
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2.3 Analysis the Existing Systcn1 
P2P technology hns hecn used fo r :llmMt ns long ns there have been 
computer networks. Tiu.: internet itse lf can he seen ns n lnrge P2P network. with data 
passing from routa to router. In general. n P2P system can fall into one of two 
categories. The first is a ful I distributed (pure) P2P system. The second is a central 
i.;crvcr P2P system. 
Figure 2.4: An example of pure P2P network 
Figure 2.5: An example of central server P2P network 
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personal computer connected ton ccntr:1li1eJ set'\ er that intcmlgatcs the machine for 
the MP3 files that the machine's owner is wil ling tl' share. 
Each computer in the Nnpstcr cnmm1111it~ k.m'" s nho11t the Napster server to 
which it 's directly connected. Napstcr users nrc largely visible and easily located by 
interrogation of the servers in the system. Although there is some level of hierarchy 
in the sense that a Napster server facil itates music searching, Napster still equally 
empowers each computer in the community. Your computer is unknown to anyone 
not directly connected to you unless you ofTcr to share a file. 
Queries into the community terminate at a Napster server that returns a list of 
the computers holding the music files of interest to the requester. Anonymity of a 
given member of the community is general ly a moot point until a file is requested 
fo r download, at which time the computer is easily di scovered, os the identity of the 
lilc's owner is usually attached to a lite. lhers in the '>Y'>tem con hooknrnrk n site 
that they find especial ly interesting and members can chat with one another. 
I he Napster servers. act ti '> centml reposi tory that lists all the files in the 
Napster community of every user machine. When a u ... er request fo r n tile gets n 
posit ive response from a node somewhere in the community, the two nodes connect 
directly and transfor the file. Interestingly, the actual music tiles move only from one 
peer to another. lne ccntrali/cd Napstcr ~rvcr only holdC\ information about the 
music liles or rnctad:Hn. 
2.3.3 AIM (AOL Instant Mcsscn~cr) 
AIM 1·111111-; the fo llowing m11i11 leutures: 
• I 11 '>t1111t 111eso;agi11g 
• IM l mn~e" (tm11-; fcr of in linc image' in ln'>tnnt me,\l1vc convcNltionc;) 
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• Voice chat 
• Game requests 
• File transfers 
• File shuring 
Instant Messaging 
Instant messaging is simply the passing of I ITML-encoded clear text messages from 
one user to another, via a central OOS server. The message is not encrypted and is 
always routed over the Internet. 
IM Images 
IM images arc sent via a direct connection with another peer. /\ request is sent to the 
BOS server and is relayed to the tnrget user. The request packet fo r direct connection 
contains the TCP/I P address and port information of the req111; ... ter. Ir m:ceptcd, the 
target of the request listens for an incoming request on port 4443 and a conversation 
begins between peers. These direct connections reveal the IP address of each 
participant. 
Voice C hat 
/\ direct connection must also be used for Voice Chat. Like in IM Images, data is 
tran<;fcrred directly between peer'>. In th is case it i<; sound data instead of image'>. 
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Game Requests 
Game requests arc simply requests fo r remote users to execute certain external 
programs. usually games. During gnmc requests. no direct connection is made with 
peers via AIM. If the external applicntion or gnmc requires a direct connection, one 
may be set up. This is beyond the scope of AIM. 
File Transfers 
f-'i le transfers are very similar to image transfers in that a direct connection is 
established. 1 lowever, once a file transfer is complete the direct connection is closed. 
As in IM Images, a BOS server relays a request packet to another user. When the 
recipient accepts the connection, a TCP port is opened to accept the incoming file. 
By default, this TCP port is S 190; however it is possible for the user initiating the 
file transfer to select any avai lable port by nominating it in the Fi le Tmnsfcr option 
dialog. ·111e default security option is to allow file transfers from nil users nlkr 
displaying an accept file dialog box. These options can be configured in File 
Transfer Options in Preferences. 
File Sharing 
17ile sharing in AIM is a method that allows a user to browse a selected directory 
stnicture and to downlond files. File sharing is optional and must be enabled before 
any sharing can take place. ·me connection method for file sharing is the same as for 
n regular file tmnsfor. The initiator sends a request packet to the tnrget via the 00 ~ 
server. Aller the torget client accepts the request, the initiator begins listening on 
port S 190 (th i' cnn he chunged in the Hie Sharing options dialog) and the target 
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sends the tile list infonnation. All tile tmnsfers nre carried out over the same 
connection. If the shared directory is empty. the connect inn nttt:mpt will fa il. 
2.3.4 .NET Messenger 
.NET Messenger [61 has the following mnin features: 
• Instant messaging 
• Voice/video chat 
• Application sharing 
• Fi le transfe rs 
• Remote Assistance 
• Whiteboard 
Instant Messaging 
ln<;tant messaging is simply thl.! passing or 11 !'M L-encoded clear lc"t mcssagcs fmm 
one user to another, via a central MSGR server. The message is not encrypted nnd is 
always routed over the Internet. Messages arc sent to the server vin TCP port 1863. 
Voice/Video Chat 
/\ direct connection must be used for Voice/Video Chat. This data is transferred via 
a UDP co11111.!ct ion to ports 13324 and 13125. 
Application Sharing 
/\pplic11tion shnring gives n rl.!mnlc 11scr neccss to programs installed on n computer. 
Op1io11nlly. 11 user cun give control of a program to a remote u1.,cr. If a user accepts 
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the invitation to share an application. the initinting user mny select which of their 
own programs they wish to shnre wilh the t)thcr ust·r. fo achieve application sharing. 
a direct connection is estnblishcd between clients o' er the rep port 1503. 
File Transfers 
File transfers are very similar to image transfers in that a direct connection is 
established. 1 lowever. once a file transfer is complete the direct connection is closed. 
File transfers in .NET Messenger require a direct connection to be made between 
two clients. At fi rst, the user who wishes to send a file initiates a request, which 
passes through a .NET server and is received by another client. The client that 
initiated the file transfer listens fo r the receiver on port 689 1 flT P. 
Remote Assistance 
Windows XP Professional and I lame Editions contain the Remote /\'>'>i'>lnncc utilit). 
which allows a remote user to control another computer. The Remote Assistance 
fcalure in .NET Messenger launches this utility. 
Whiteboard 
Whiteboard sharing is a way to share a Microsofi Paint document over a direct 
connection. 11 is it.lenlical to Applicution Sharing. Starting a whi1eboard session with 
another user is a shortcut of invoking Application Sharer. then selecting Microsofi 
Paint u-; the npp licntion lo shore. 
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2.3.5 Yahoo! Messenger 
Yahoo! Messenger 171 has the fo llowing m:\in fr;\lure$: 
• Instant mcs4'nging 
• Voice/video chnt 
• file transfers 
• File sharing 
Instant Messaging 
Instant Mesc;aging is simply the passing of HTML-encoded clear text messages from 
one user to another, via a central server. The message is not encrypted at all and is 
routed over the Internet in all cases. Messages arc sent to the server via TCP port 
5050. 
File Transfers 
File transfers require a direct connection between peers on port 80fl'CP. A request 
packet is rdayed via the central Yahoo! Server to another user. The sender listens on 
port 80rrCP for the recipient to accept and connect back, to receive the data. The 
service uses the common llTf P protocol for file transfers. The end user is able to 
configure the port thut the Yahoo! Client listens on for file transfer connections. 
File Sharing 
File \haring in Yuhoo! i-; a method that allow' a user to brow-.c a -.elected din.:ctOI) 
'itructun: nml to tlow11lo11d files. File \ haring i-. optional. llowcvcr. it i" enabled by 
deliiult. The connection method for file ~haring is the same a., for a regular file 
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After the target client accepts the request. the initintor listens on port 80 (this can be 
changed in the File Sharing options dinlog) md the target sends the file list 
information. Trnnsfcrs arc cnrricd out over lhe same connection. The default 
directory to be shared by Ynhoo! Messenger is created by the installation program 
and is empty by default. This directory can be changed, and if the directory is empty, 
the connection attempt wi ll foil. 
The levels of user security available for File sharing are: 
• Deny all 
• Allow from all with Accept File dialog box 
• Allow from people on "Buddy List" (no dialog box, automatic file transfer) 
2.3.6 ICQ 
ICQ [5 J has the fo llowing main features: 
• lnslant messaging 
• Voice/video chat 
• File transfers 
• File sharing 
Instant Messaging 
Instant messaging is simply the passing of I ITML clear text messages from one user 
lo another. l'hc message i-; nor encrypted and is always routed over the Internet. 
Mcso;ngco; ure -;ent viu TC'P port 3570. 
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Voice/Video Chat 
/\ direct connection must be used for VoicdVidt'\) t'hnt. l'his dntn is transferred via 
a UDP connection to port 6701. 
File Transfers 
File transfers require that a direct connection is established. However, once a file 
transfer is complete the direct connection is closed. To begin the fi le transfer, a 
request packet is sent via the standard Instant Message method to another user. After 
the user accepts the connection, the receiving client opens a TCP port on 3574 to 
accept the incoming file. The remote user must accept all file transfers by clicking 
Accept in a file tramfer request dialog. 
File Sharing 
File sharing in ICQ is a method that allows a user 10 hmw ... 1.: a selected directory 
structure and to download files from that directory structure. File sharing is disnblcd 
by default . II must be enabled before any sharing can take place. The connection 
method is similar to a regular file transfer. The initiutor will send a request packet to 
the target. The target docs not need to accept this request as long as the initiator is on 
their ICQ list. The initiator then connects to the remote system's TCP port 7320 and 
lhe target sends the lile list information. /\II file transfers arc carried out separate 
connections that seem to happen on randomly selected TCP ports. The default 
directory In he shared ii.; cre11tet1 by the ICC) installation progra m and Ill:\)' be 
changed. 
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2.3.7 How Gnutclla Works 
Gnutella docs not host nny lilcs. nor dt,cs it \'l)mpilc nny central indexes. 
That is because there arc no ccntml scrwrs in the tl nutel la network. lt is true P2P: 
the network consists of nothing hut peers. nil nmning some flavour of Gnutella-
compat ible soflware. 
Officially, Gnutella is described as a decentralized file location technology, 
not a file shari ng technology. This is an important distinction. The core Gnutella 
technology docs noth ing more than search for fi les. Only after a file is found can 
two Gnutella peers connect to each other and transfer the file from one peer to 
another. 
Gnutella lets you search for and trade any type of file, not just MP3s. If you 
do a search for Britney Spears, for example, you will find MP3-; of all her songs. 
ulong wi1h photographs (in JPEG format}, video clips (in MPEG. A VI. or 
QuickTimc formats), and who knows what else. Pick 1he file you wan1 , co1111cct (() 
the computer where that lile is stored, and copy away. 
C reating the Network 
As stated in one of the many Gnutella FAQs circulating around the Web, 
Gnutclla was des igned to "crcnte self-perpetuating networks that grow independent 
or any single company's involvement." 
In other words. it is supposed to grow on its own. 
I he way ii works i'> 1h11t you drop your comp111cr in10 a pool of other 
compulcrs. You connect to the computer thut huppcns 10 be closest to you (vi rt uall y. 
not physicully), 1111d thu-; join lhc network . Your eomputcr, then, bc..-comcs n new 
nctwor~ node und the (i 11111cl lu network expnnds II\ more node\ hccomc connected. 
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The node that you first connc..-ct to is typicnll) conm.-ctcd to several other 
nodes, simultaneously. Thot means, from )Our lil'$t entry into the network, you are 
linked to several other computers. I hen. since thl)SC compute!'$ nrc linked to several 
other computers each, you arc also linked (once or t\\ ice or three times removed) to 
all those other compute!'$. In kind of n "six degrees of separation" way, you 
theoretica lly have access to every other node on the entire Gnutella network. 
r:igure 2.6: The topology of Gnutella Network 
Interestingly. the Gnutella protocol allows for the creation of n rdntivcly 
eflicient backbonc from all these difTercnt nodes. Thi" i" important . n" some 
computers conncct to thc network at broadband speeds and others at slower dial-up 
speeds. Obviously, a more efficient network would divert more traffic to the higher-
speed nodes and relegate the lower-speed nodes to the fringe'\ of the nctwork. That is 
just what Gnutclla docs; the higher-speed nodes migrate (virtually, of course) to the 
center of the network nnd carry more traffic, while the lower-speed nodes arc 
shunlcd to the edges of the network. whcre tht.:y wou ld not be overburdened by (or 
slow down) excess tranic. 
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Searching for Files 
Gnutella searches for ti ks the s:\me ":\) ) ~)II senrch for infonnation in the 
real worlc.J . In th1.: real world. if you need infonnntion. you might start by asking a 
few frienc.Js. If they do not !..now the anS\\Cr. they \\ill ask their friends-who will 
ask their friends, and so on. until somebody comes up with the information you need. 
With the Gnutella network. when you initiate a file search, your query is first 
sent to the nodes to which you arc most immediately connected. Those nodes pass 
your search along to the nodes they are connected to, and so on, until your search is 
propagated over a large portion of the network. 
In most cases, you do not have to search all the way to the end of the 
network to find a file. Most queries arc fulfilled within the first few hops, so you cnn 
click the "stop" button and keep your search from getting loo for a licld. Gnutdln 
will also stop your search eventually. ba~ed on a time-to-live (ITL) numher. Your 
query is initially assigned a 'ITL of 7, which dictates the maximum number or hops 
it can make. So allcr your query has been passed from node-to-node-to-node ~even 
times. the 1TL is up and the query ceases to propagate. 
That docs not mean you only search seven nodes. Rcmemhcr that ench node 
passes the query on to multiple nodes, and each pass- to multiple nodes-counts as 
a single hop. So a typical seven-hop "hori1on" of a Gnutelln query encompasses 
about I 0.000 different nodes. 
As files thut match your query arc found, information regarding each file is 
rouh.:d hack to your co111 puter. 'I hc\C results arc displayed within your Gnutclla 
client, in the form of a til e list. (If you U'\e wi ldcard'> in your search, your resu lts list 
c.:11 11 get extremely long!) You cu11 then choo~e to download any or all file!' on the li~t: 
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the transfers take place directly between your computer nn<l thc computer where the 
file is stored. 
Anonymity and Survivnbility 
Gnu:ella is almost but not cornpktd y- anonymous. (Some Gnutella 
developers call this pseudoanonimity.) Just logging onto the network does not 
expose nny in fom1ation about you or your computer to any other node. When you 
execute a tile search, there is no way that your search request can be traced back to 
your particular computer. But when you ultimately connect to another computer to 
transfer a file, your IP address is visible to the other computer. So, theoretically, an 
individual could collect the IP addresses of every Gnutella user if, and only if. 
every user downloaded a file from that person's computer. Since that is unlikely. and 
since all other Gnutclla nctivity is anonymous, there is no practical way fo r a ccntml 
entity lo monitor individual transactions. 
J\nd since individual transactions cannot be moni tored, they also cannot he 
shut down. While it might be possible to block access fr<.m individ11al nodes, cutting 
off a few nodes doesn't signi ficantly impact the network. In the quest to move dntn 
from point J\ to point B across the network, if one node goes dead, the data simply 
finds another, equally efficient, route. This means that the Gn11tcllu network is 
highly survivahlc; if Cali fornia gets hit by an earthq11akc. none or the other nodes 
will be alTectcd. 
Not only is (lnutclla de..,igned to 'iurviv1,; nctwor~ 011tuge-.. it 'ihould al \O be 
able to survive any lcg11l 11tl111,;k. /\gain, that's due to the total lack of any phy-.icnl or 
virt11al cc11tru li1cd server. ' I h1,;re i'i noth ing fo r the legal hcaglc" to nttac~ ; \ hutting 
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down Gnutella would require shutting down cveT) single nodt.'-which is both 
impractical and (since each node's IP nddress is hidden) 
2.3.8 Algorithms 
This section overviews three common P2P algorithms and then compares 
their implementations in a few P2P systems. 
Centralized Directory Model 
This model was made popular by Napster. The peers of the community connect to a 
central directory where they publish in formation about the content they otTer fo r 
sharing. Upon request from a peer, the central index will match the request with the 
best peer in its directory that matches the request. The best peer in its directory thnt 
matches the request. ·n 1e best peer could be the one that is cheapest, foster. or the 
most avai lable, depending on the user needs. Then a file exchan~c will occur 
directly between the two peers. This model requires some managed infrastructure 
(the directory server), which hosts in formation about all participants in the 
community. This can cause the model to show some scalabil ity limits, because it 
requ ires bigger servers when the number of users increase. I lowever, Napster's 
experience showed that - except for legal issues the model was very strong and 
clitcienl. 
Flooded Request Model 
rhe flooding model is dincrcnt from the central index one. This is a pure P2P model 
in which no ntlvertiscmcnt of i.:haretl rcsmarcci.: occurs. Instead, each request from a 
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peer is flooded (broadcast) to directly conn1..-ctcd rc~rs.. \\hich themselves llood their 
peers etc., until the request is an~wercd nr a nm.,imum number of flooding steps 
(typically 5 to 9) occur. This model. which is used by Cinutella. requires a lot of 
network bandwidth, and hence docs not prm e t to he very scalable. but it is efficient 
in limited communities such as n company network. To circumvent this problem, 
some companies have been developing "super-peer'' client software that 
concentrates lots of the requests. This leads to much lower network bandwidth 
requirement, at the expense of high CPU consumption. Caching of recent search 
requests is also used to improve scalability. 
~ """ ,\.;II \. h 
... - - - • ,1,.\\ nl• •:hi 
Figure 2.7: Flooded Request Algorithm 
Document Routing Model 
rl1e document routing model, used by FreeNet, i'\ the most recent approach. Fach 
peer from the network is assigned a random ID nncl each peer also knows a given 
number of peers. When a document i" puhlished (c;hared) on c;uch a system. an ID is 
asc;igned to the document hnc;ed on a hash of the document's contents and it\ name. 
Fnch peer wil l then route the document'" content<; and it" name. l·.ach peer" ill then 
route the document towards the peer with the II) that ic; mo'.t similar to the document 
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ID. This process is repented until the nenn.:~:t peer ID is the current ~"Cr's ID. Each 
routing operation also ensures that a local Cl)P) l,f the document is kept. When a 
peer requests the docurnent from P2P s stem. the request will go to the peer with the 
ID most similar to the document ID. l his process is repeated until a copy of the 
document is found. Then the document is tmnsli::rred back to the request originator, 
while each peer participating the routing will keep a local copy. 
Although the document routing model is very efficient for large, global 
communities, it has the prob lem that the document IDs must be known before 
posting a request for given document. Hence it is more difficult to implement a 
search than in the flooded requests model. Also network partitioning can lead to an 
islanding problem. where the community splits into independent sub-communities. 
that do not have links to each other. 
Four main algorithms have implemented the document routing model: Chord. 
CAN, Tapestry, and Pastry. The goals an: to reduce the numhcr or P2P hops thnt 
must be taken to locate a document of interest and to reduce the amount of muting 
state that must be kept at each peer. Each of the four algorithms either gunmntccs 
logarithmic bounds with respect to the size of the peer community, or argue thnt 
logarithmic bounds can be achieved with high probabi lity. The dillcrcnccs in each 
approach arc minimal, however each is more suitable fo r slightly different 
environment. In Chord, ead 1 peer keeps track of logN other peers (where N is the 
total number of peers in the community). When peer join'> and leaves occur the 
highly optimi1etl version of the ulgorith111 will only need to noti fy logN other peers 
or the change. 111 CAN. each peer keeps track of' only ::i small number of other peers 
(pos-;ihly le'" thnn logN). Only th i-; set of peer\ i'> affected during insertion ::ind 
deletion. 11111ki11g C'AN more -;uitahlc for dynumic communities. I lowevcr. the 
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tradeofT in this case lies in the fact that the smaller the routing tnbk of a CAN peer. 
the longer the length of searches. Tapestry and P:L.;try urc very similar. The primary 
benefit of these algorithms over the other t\\O is th lt they actively try to reduce the 
latency of each P2P hop in nddit ion to reducing the.: number of hops taken during a 
search. 
IJ '"''~'° 
f- igurc 2.8: Document Routing Algorithm 
Comparison of algorithms 
The Chord algorithm models the identifier space as a un i-dime11sio1111l, circular 
identifier space. Peers arc assigned IDs based 0 11 a hush on the IP address of the peer. 
When a peer joins the network, it contacts a gateway peer and routes townrd its 
successor. The routing table at each peer n contains entries for logN other peers 
where the i-th peer succeeds n by at least 2' 1• To route to another peer, the routing 
table at each hop is consulted and the message is forwarded toward the desired peer. 
When the successor of the new peer is found, the new peer takes responsibility for 
the set of documents that have identifiers Iese; than or equal to its identifier and 
establ ishes its routing table. It then updates the routing state of all other peers in the 
network that arc affected hy the insertion. To increase the robustness of the 
algorithm. cnch document cun be stored at some numocr of successive peers. 
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Therefore, if a single peer fails, the network c:\n lx· repain.-d nnd the document can 
be found at another peer. 
CAN model the identifier space ns m11ltidimcnsionnl. Each peer keeps track 
of its neighbours in each dimension. When n new peer joins the network. it 
randomly chooses a point in the identifier space and contacts the peer currently 
responsible for that point. The contacted peer splits the entire space for which it is 
responsible into two pieces and transfers responsibi lity of half to the new peer. The 
new peer also contacts all of the neighbours to update their routing entries. To 
increase the robustness of this algorithm, the entire identifier space can be replicated 
to create two or more "realities". In each reality, each peer is responsible for a 
different set of information. Therefore, if a document cannot be found in one reality. 
a peer can use the routing in formation for a second reality to find the desircd 
information. 
Tapestry and Pastry arc very similar and arc based on the idea of' n Pln~ton 
mesh. Identifiers arc assigned based on a hash on the IP address of each peer. \ hen 
a peer joins the network, it contacts a gateway peer and routes toward the peer in the 
network with the ID that most closely matches the its own ID. Routing state for the 
new peer is bui lt by copying the routing slate of the peers along the path toward the 
new peer's location. f or a given peer n. its routing table will contain i levels where 
the i-th level contains references to b nodes (where b is the base of the identifier) 
that have identifiers that match n in the Inst i positions. Routing is based on a longest 
suffix protocol thut selects lhe next hop lo he the peer thnt has a suffix that matches 
the desired locution in the greatest number of poc;it ions. Robustness in thi c; protocol 
relics 0 11 the foct thnt at cnch hop, mu ltiple nodes. and hence multiple paths. ma} he 
traversed. 
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2.4 Introduction to Microsoft .NET 
Microso tl .N ET 111 is snllwnrc thnt connl'C.:ts inti.,nnation. people, systems, 
and devices. It spans clients. servers. and dc\t~ lopcr tools. and consists of: 
• The .NET Framcworl. programming model that enables developers to build 
weh-based applications. smart client applications, and XML Web services 
applications which using standard protocols such as SOAP and HTTP. 
• Developer tools. such as Microsoft Visual Studio .NET, which provide a 
rapid application integrated development environment for programming with 
the .NET Framework. 
• /\ set of servers, including Microsoft Windows 2000, Microsoft SQL Server. 
and M icroson BizTalk Server, that integrates runs, operates and mnnnges 
XML Web services and applications. 
• Client sollwarc, such as Windows XP, Windows C'E, nnd Microson Onicc 
XP, that helps developers deliver a deep and compelling user experience 
across a family of devices and existing products. 
2.4. 1 The .NET Framework 
The .NET Framework is the programming model of the .NET environment 
fo r the build ing, deploy ing, and XML Wch services. It manages much of the 
plumbing, enabling developers to focus on writing the business logic code for their 
applications. The .NET Framework includes the common language rnntimc and 
class librnrics. 
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2.4.2 Common Language Runtime 
The common language n111timc is rcspnnsihk for nm time services such as 
language integration. security enforcement. memory. process. and thread 
111anngemenl. In addition, it hns n role nt tkvdopment time when features such as 
li fe-cycle management. strong type naming. cross-language exception handling, 
dynamic binding, and so on, reduce the amount of code that a developer must write 
to tum business logic into a reusable component. 
2.4.3 Class Libraries 
XML Web Web Forms Windows Forms Services 
I ASP .NET I 
Data and XML Classes I 
Base Framework Classes I 
Common Language Runtime I 
Figure 2.9: Class libraries in the Microsoft .NET framework 
Oase classes provide standard functionality such as input/output, string 
manipulation, security 111<111uge111ent, network communications; th read management. 
text management, user interface design fea tures and other functions. The Microsoft 
ADO .NET data classes support persistent data management and include QL 
clno;ses support persistent d11t11 rn11n11gcmcnt and include SQL classes fo r 
111nnipul11ting persistent duta stores th rough a standard SQL interface. XML classes 
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enable XML data manipulation and XML searching nnd tmnslntions. The Microsofl 
ASP .NET classes support the development of \\lch-hm:cd applications and XML 
Web services. The Windows Forms dnsscs support the development of Windows-
bascd smart client applicntions. Together. the class libraries provide a common, 
consistent development interface across all languages supported by the .NET 
Framework. 
As you would expert from an object- oriented class library, the .NET 
Framework types enable you to accomplish a range of common programming tasks, 
including tasks such as string management, data collection, database connectivity, 
and file access. In addit ion to these common tasks, the class library includes types 
that support a variety of specialized development scenarios. For example, you can 
use .NET framework to develop the fo llowing types of applications and services: 
• Console applications 
• Scripted or hosted applications 
• Windows GU I application (Window<; Fom1s) 
• ASP .NET applications 
• XML Web services 
• Windows services 
for example, the Windows Forms classes arc a comprehensive set of 
reusable types that vastly simplify Windows GU I Development. If you \Hite an 
ASP .NET Web Form application, you can use the Web Forms classes. 
2.4.4 lieut Application Development 
C' lie11I appliculioll '> arc the clO'\C\I IO H traditional \lylc of application in 
wimlows-hn:-;cd prngrn111111ing. These urc the type" of applicat ions that di<iplay 
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Windows or forms on the desktop, cnnhling n user tl) pcrfom1 a task. Client 
application includes applicntions such as wnnJ pl\)~CS$Ors nnd spreadsheets, as well 
as custom business applientions such ns datn-cnt~ tools. reporting tools. and so on. 
Client applications usunlly employ windm s. menus. buttons, and other GUI 
clements, and they likely access local resources such as the file system and 
peripherals such as printers. 
Another kind of client application is the traditional ActiveX control (now 
replaced by the managed Windows Forms control) deployed over the Internet as a 
Web page. This application is much like other client applications: it is executed 
natively, has access lo local resources, and includes graphical elements. 
In the past, developers created such applications using C/C-++ in conjunction 
with the Microsofl Foundation Classes (MFC) or with a rapid application 
development (RAD) environment such as Microsofl Visual Basic. The .NET 
Framework incorporates aspect of these existing products into a single, consish.:nt 
development envi ronment that drastically simplilics the development of client 
applications. 
The Windows forms classes contained in the .NET Framework an: designed 
to be used for GUI development. You can easily create command Windows, buttons 
menus. toolbars, and other screen clements wi th the flexibility necessary to 
accommodate shi ft ing business needs. 
For example, the .NET Framework provides simple properties to adjust 
visual attributes assoc iated w it h fonns . In some cnscs. the underly ing o perating 
system docs not support changing these utt ributcs directly, anti in these cases 
the .NET Framework inlcgrntcs the ucvelnpcr intcrfocc, making coding simpler and 
more consistent. 
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Unlikely ActiveX controls. Windows Fonns controls have semi-trusted 
access to a user's computer. This mcnns thnt hinary or nntivdy executing code can 
access some of the resources on the user' s S):.tcm l:rnch ns GUI clements and limited 
file access) without hcing nhlc to ncccss or compromise other resources. Because of 
code access security, many applications thnt once needed to be installed on a user' s 
system can how be safely deployed through the Web. Your applications can 
implement the fea tures of a local application whi le being deployed like a Web page. 
2.4.5 Server Application Development 
Server-side applications in the managed world are implementing through 
runtime hosts. Unmanaged applications host the common language ru ntime which 
allows your custom managed code to control the behavior of the server. This model 
provides you with all the features of the common language runtime and class lihmry 
whi le gain ing the performance and scalabi lity of the host server. 
2.4.6 Server -Side Managed Code 
ASP .NET hosts 
Client Web Forms 
ASP .NET hosts 
XML Web services 
applications 
' ~1 Windows NET Enterpnse Server hosts the nmhme and 
managed code 
Figure 2. 10: Server-side code management 
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ASP .NET is the hosting environment thnt enables developers to use 
the .NET l'ramcwork to target Wch-hascd npplicntions. However. ASP .NET is 
more than just runtime host; it is n complete nrd1ill~turc for developing Web sites 
and Internet-d istributed objects using numngcd code. Both Web Fonns and XML 
Web Services use llS and ASP .NET ns the publishing mechanism for applications, 
and both have a collection of supporting classes in the .NET Framework. 
XML Web Services, an important evolution in Web-based technology, are 
distri buted, server-side application components similar to common Web sites. 
I lowcver, unlike Web-based applications, XML Web Services components have no 
UI and are not targeted fo r browsers such as Internet Explorer and Netscape 
Navigator. Instead, XML Web Services consist of reusable software components 
designed to be consumed by other applications, such as traditional client 
applications. Web-based applications arc even other XML Web Services. As n result. 
XML Web Services technology is rapid ly moving application development nnd the 
high ly distributed envi ron ment of the Internet. 
If you have used earlier versions of ASP technology, you will immediately 
notice the improvements that ASP .NET and Web l'om1s ofTcrs. For example, you 
can develop Web Fann pages in any language that supports the .NET Framework. In 
addition, your code no longer needs to share the same file with your HTIP text 
(although it can continue to do so if you prefer). Web f onns pages execute in native 
machine language because like any other managed application, they take full 
advantage of the runtime. In contrast. unmanaged ASP page\ arc always scripted 
11nd interpreted. ASP .NET pages arc foster. more functional, and easier to develop 
than 11111m111uged ASP pages hecnusc they interact with the runtime like an> managed 
upplicution. 
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The .NET Framework also provides n colk-ction of · lnsscs and tools to aid in 
development and consumption of XML Wch Services upplicutions. XML Web 
Services ure built on stnmJnrds such ns SOAP tn re1note procedure-call protocol), 
XML (an extensible datn fonnnt), nnd W DL (the Web Services Description 
Language). The .NET framework is built on these standards to promote 
interoperability with non-Microsoft solutions. For example, the Web Services 
Description Language tool included with the .NET Framework SOK can query an 
XML Web service published on the Web, parse it WSDL description, and produce 
C# or Visual Basic source code that your application can use to become a client of 
the XML Web service. The source code can create classes derived from classes in 
the class library that handle all the underlying communication using SOAP and 
XML parsing. Although you can use the class library to consume XML Web 
services directly, the Web Services Description Language tool and the other tools 
contained in the SOK facilitate your development effects with the .N in' Frumework. 
If you develop and publi sh your own XML Web service, the .NFT 
Framework provides a set of classes that confonn to all the underlying 
communication standards, such as SOAP, WSDL, and XML. Using those classes 
enables you to focus on the logic of your service, without concerning yourself with 
the communications infrastructure required by distributed sof\warc development. 
finall y, like Web Forms pages in the managed environment, your XML Web service 
with the speed of nature machine language using the scalable communication of II . 
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2.4.7 High-level Statistics and Market l\lomcntum 
• The .NET Framework hns hccn live sim:c fanuury 2002. The Beta release 
over 4 mil lion developers world "idc thrnugh 3.5 million CDs and 700.000 
unique downloads. 
• Compilers for over 20 programming lnnguages are available for use with 
the .NET framework. 
• Dozens of components and controls are now available from third-party 
verH.lors. 
• Microsoft is aggressively deploying .NET Framework-based applications 
today. MSN and the Microsoft .com Smart 404 are just a few of the many 
Microsofl applications already transitioned to the .NET Framework. 
2.4.8 Rapid Development 
• The multiple-language capability of the .NET Framework enables dt.:velopcrs 
to use the programming language that is most appropriate for a given task 
and to combine languages within a single application. Support fo r the .NET 
Framework has been announced for over 20 commercial and academic 
programming languages. 
• The component-based, plumbing-free design of the .NET fmmcwork 
enables developers to write less code. The sample .NET Pct Shop, the .NET-
bascd version of Sun's best-practice sample application. Java Pct tore, 
implements the same functionality us the Juva2 Enterprise t:dition (J2EE) 
version, but it uses one-third the code of the J2EE version. 
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2.5 Development Platform 
Operating system (OS) is n plntfonn thnt pcrfonns basic tasks. such as 
recognizing input from the keybonr<l, sending output to the display screen, keeping 
track of files and directories on the disk. and controlling peripheral devices such as 
disk drives and printers. 
Besides that, the OS ensures that different programs and users running at the 
same time do not interfere with each other. For security, OS wi ll restrict the access 
of unauthorized users to the system. OS provides a software platform to allow 
application programs run on it. 
The most popular operating systems currently are Microsoft Windows, Linux 
and Unix. 
Currently, Microsoft Windows is the most favoured operating system in the 
market. A few versions of Microsoft Windows arc now available, that arc: 
• Microsoft Windows 98 
• Microsoft Windows NT 
• Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional 
• Microsoft Windows 2000 Server 
• Microsoft Windows 2000 Advanced Server 
• Microsoft Windows 2000 Data Center Server 
• Microson Windows ME 
• Microsoft Windows XP 
'I he fo llowing section wi ll e111 phusi1.c on the Microson Windows XP Profes'\ionnl. 
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2.5.1 Windows XP Professional 
Microsofl Windows XP Professional is the lntcst operating system for 
Wi ndows fami ly. It is the next version windows t't)Crnting system for Windows 
2000 and Windows Millennium. It huild base on NT technology and Windows 2000 
kernel which giving the user n more stable and reliable environment than previous 
version of Windows. User Interface in Windows XP has been redesigned to give 
user a new experience in Windows computing. 
Features provided by Microsoft Windows XP Professional are similar to 
Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional. 
Major enhancement and feature in Windows XP 
• Intelligent User Interface 
• Improved Networking and Communications 
• Stranger Security Protection 
• Internet In fo rmation Services 5.2 
• Mobile Computing Support 
• Enhanced Fi le System 
• Greater Application and Device Compatibility 
• Dasie firewall function 
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2.6 Development Technology 
Visual Studio .NET is not part of the .NF r Fmmc\\~)rk. However. it deserves 
mention in an introduction of the .NE r Fmmcwork. Visual ' tudio .NET is an 
integrated development environment published by Microsoft for writing Windows 
programs. Visual Basic and any other language (such as Perl) that is integrated into 
the environment by a third-party. 
Visual Studio .NET itself is a partially managed application and requires 
the .NET framework to run. Visual Studio .NET is a very user-friendly and 
productive environment in which to write managed applications. It includes many 
he I pf ul wizard for creating code, as well as useful features such as context coloring. 
integrated onl inc help, auto completion and edit time error notification. But you do 
not need Visual Studio .NET to execute or develop managed sonwnre. It is 
important that you recogni1.c Visual Studio .NET and the .NET Framework ns 
di fTercnt products. 
The Framework is the infrastructure for managed code. 'I he .NE r 
Framework includes the CLR as well as other components that I will be discussing 
shortly. The .NET Framework also ships with an SOK (Software Development Kit) 
that includes command line compilers for Cl/, Ct+, Visual Basic and IL. 
The IJottom line is that the rmmework is all you need to develop 
app lications such as Cll. C 1 1, Visual Oasic. and so on. That being said Visual 
Studio .NET can increase your enjoyment and productivity significantly. 
Visual Studio .NET is a deve lopment tool.., for building t\SP Web 
applications. XML Web services, Windows applications and mobi le applications. 
Diffcn.:nt fro111 the previously version. Microsoft Visual ~llld io .NET integrated 
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Visual Basic .NET, Visual Ct t .NET. and Visunl C# .Nt r into a single 
development environment (IOE) which l\llows them tn shm\! tools nmt facilitates in 
the creation of mi xed-language solutions. In nddition. these languages support the 
functionality of the .NET Framework. which pro idc ncccss to key technologies that 
simplify the development of ASP Web Appl ications and XML Web services. 
Major Features and Enhancement in Visual Studio .NET 
• General Integrated Development Environ ment Tools. 
• Application Templates. 
• Support Extensible Markup Language (XML). 
• Supports fo r new programming language - Visual C#. 
• Drag and Drop function, enable developer to create a function without 
writing plenty of code. 
• Database and Sofiware modeling using Microsofi Visio. 
2.6.1 Visual Basic .NET 
Visual Basic .NET is the next generation progrnmming language of Visual 
basic, is designed to be the easiest and most producti ve tool fo r creating .NET 
applications, including Windows applications, Web services and Web applications. 
Visual Dasie .N ET enables developers to create rich applications for Microsofi 
Windows in less time, incorporate data access from a wider range of database 
environment, create components with min imal code and build Web-based 
aprl ications. 
While prov iding the traditional ease-of: use of Visual basic development, 
Visual Ba ... ic .NET nl'\O ullows optional u~e or new language fca111rc\. Inheritance. 
method overloading. stnactun.:d exception handling and free threading all make 
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Visual Basic .NET a powerful objccH)ricntcd pn..,gmmming lnnguage. Visual 
Clasic .NET fully integrates with the .NF r Fmmc" or"- nml the Common Language 
Runtime, which together provide language intcm~mhility. si1nplified deployment, 
enhanced security and improved version ing support. 
2.6.2 Visual C# .NET 
Visual C# .NET is the newest programming language in computer world. It 
pronounced as "C sharp". Visual C# .NET is designed to be a fast and easy way to 
create a .NET application. C# is an object-oriented language that very similar to C or 
C++. C# contains the best features of C++ but leaves out other features that does not 
required in .NET l'rumework such as typedefs and templates. As a resu lt, developers 
familiar with CIC++ or Java can master the skill of Cll easily. Cll is fully integrated 
with the Microson .NET Framework and the Common Language Runtimc(CLR). 
This and CLR such as language interoperability, garbage I collection, enhanced 
security, and improved versioning support. Cl/ can be used in developing a Windo' s 
application, Web application, Windows components or e"cn XML Web services. 
2.6.3 Visual C++ .NET 
Visual C I I .NET enables developers to create powerful applications using 
the Ct 1 language. With traditional unmanaged C 1 I, developers can continue to 
create powerful C 1 t applications for Windows. With the new Managed Extensions 
for(' H, developers can .NET-able thei r ex isting applications or create new .NET-
enubklJ applications using the C 1 1 language. 
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2.6.4 Visual J# .NET 
Microsoft Visual JI/ .NET is a dcvdnpmcnt tool for Java language 
developers who wnnl to huild applications and scrviccs on the Microsoft .NET 
Framework. Visual JI/ .NET is designed to take fu ll advantage of the .NET 
Framework ndvanlages nn<l fca1urcs. This includes ASP .NET, ADO .NET, 
Windows Forms, and XML Web services, as well as full cross-language integration. 
The synlax of J# .NET is similar to Java which enables Java developer to build 
the .NET appl icalion without re-training. The J# .NET is fully integrated with 
Microsofi Visual Studio .NET. This means the all the features and functions 
provided by Visual Studio .NET is fully utilized for Jll .NET. Visual J# .NET joins 
more than 20 previously announced languages with its abi lity to target the .NET 
Framework and first-class XML Web services. 
Visual Jll .NET includes technology that enables customers to migrate Jnvn 
language investments to the .NET Framework. Existi ng appl icalions developed with 
Visual J~ t can be easi ly modi fied to execute on the .NET Framework, intcropcmlc 
wilh other .NET-connected languages and applications '\nd incorporate new .NET 
funct ionality such as Microsoft ASP .NET, Microsofl ADO .NET, anti Microsoft 
Windows Forms. Further, tlevd opcrs can use Visual Jll .NET to create entirely 
new .NET-connected applications. 
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2.7 Database Management Systcn1 (DBMS) 
A database is a structured collection of dntn. To ndd. access. and process data 
stored in a computer database. n dntnbnsc server is needed. There are several 
database servers available currently such as the Oracle 9i, MySQL, and SQL Server 
2. 7 .1 Oracle 9i 
Oracle is the world leading Data Management System (DBMS) provider. 
Oracle's relational database was the world's first to support the Structured Query 
Language (SQL}, now an industry standard, Oracle database is targets to high-end 
workstations and minicomputer as the server platforms such as UNIX and LINUX. 
Orac le 9i is a database specifically designed as an Internet development 
platform, extending Oracle's long-standing technology leadership in the areas of 
data management, transaction processing and data warehousing to he the new 
medium of the Internet. Oracle 9i database also supplies a solid foundntion for dnln 
warehousing. 
Besides delivering the performance, scalability and availability required of 
Internet applications, Oracle 9i provides a fast and scalable data warehouse, with 
features that simplify operation and management. The Oracle 9i database 
incorporates numerous enhancements in query processing to deliver faster analysis 
to more users. Increased scalabil ity and higher performance also result from server-
based analysis functions, such as ranking and roll-up operations. Oracle 9i also has 
close intcgrotion with Windows 2000 and provides support for .NET environment 
using OLE 1)0 driver. 
Fcuturcs in On\cle Dutubuse 9i: 
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• Oracle Enterprise Mnnnger for dntn mnnngcmcnt nnd muintennnce. 
• Oracle Change Manngcr shows user hm scheme changes will atTect the 
database without intcrforing with pr\'x\11ction S) stems. 
• Oracle Pcrfom1ance Mnnngcr for maintaining the health of the Server. 
• Provide email and pager alerts for common database events or critical 
conditions, such as running low on table space. 
• Fully support for XML and Java. 
• SQL Plus for queries again database. 
• Oracle Data Guard for data protection. 
• Close integration with Windows 2000 and provide support for .NET 
environment using OLE DB driver. 
2.7.2 MySQL 
MySQL is a relational database management system. MySQL stores dntn in 
separate tables rather than pulling all the data in a location. This adds speed nnd 
nexibi lity. The tables arc linked by defined relations muking it possible to combine 
data from several tables on request. 
MySQL is a small, compact, easy to use database server, ideal for small and 
medium sized applications. It is client/server implementation that consists of a 
server and many different client programs. It is available on a variety of UNIX 
plat fo n11s, Linux, Windows NT, Windows 95/98 and Windows 2000. 
Today MyS()L is the most popular open <>0urce database server in the world 
wi th more thun 2 million installations powering websites, data warehouses. business 
applications. logging systems and more. Customer'> ~uch ns Yahoo! Finance. 
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MP3.com, Motorola, NASA, Silicon Graphics. nmt rc:\ns Instruments use the 
MySQL server in mission-critical applicat ions. 
2.7.3 Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
SQL Server 2000 provides agility to your data management and analysis, 
allowing organizations to adapt quickly and gracefully to derive competitive 
advantage in a fast-changing environment. From a data management and analysis 
perspective, it is critical to tum raw data into business intelligence and take full 
advantage of the opportun ities presented by the Web. 
SQL Server 2000 is a fully Web-enabled database server, providing core 
support for Extensible Markup Language (XML) and the ability to query across the 
Internet and beyond the firewall . 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 provides the fo llowing features: 
• Simpli fy the integration of back-end systems and data transfer across 
fi rewalls using XM L. 
• Connect to SQL Server 2000 databases and OL,i\ P cubes Ocxibly, by using 
the Web with no additional programming. 
• Ensure applications arc secure in any networked environment, with role-
based security and lilc and network encryption. 
• Use and manage both structured and unstructured data, including searching 
through Microsofl Ofliec documents. 
• Enable the implement of' merge. transactiona l, and snapshot repl ication with 
heterogeneous systems with SQL Server 2000. 
• /\ utornntie tun ing aml mnintenuncc fea ture., enable administrator.; to focus on 
other critical tasks. 
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• User-defined functions, cascading rcfcrcntinl integrity and the integrated 
Transact-SOL debugger nllow users to reuse code to simpli fy the 
development process. 
• Enterprise Manager for tables. crcntcd users. and set table and column 
pcnnissions graphically. 
• Query Analyzer fo r Database query and processing using SQL statement. 
• I3ackup Wizard makes scheduling database backups. 
• SQL Server Enterprise Edition can use up to 32 processors and 64GB of 
RAM. 
• Able to use HTrP to send queries to the database. 
• Database may be access by .NET application using ADO .NET. 
• Fully integrated wi th Office 2000, Microsoft OizTalk Server and Microson 
Commerce Server. 
• Support for XML format. 
• Easy installation. 
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2.8 Network 
Computer can play three roles on n net\\ or!... : 
• Client 
• Peer 
• Server 
A network computer acting as a client uses services provided by network 
servers but docs not ofTer any services of its own. A networked computer acting as a 
peer performs as a client when a user is working at the computer while accessing 
network resources but also acts as a server by making a local resource avai lable over 
the network to other computer. 
/\computer acting as a server on the network is typically a high-performance 
machine with more hardware resources than other computers. It prov ides services to 
other computers. 
As just explained, there arc two kinds of Windows ne1works: peer nnd 
server. On Windows peer networks, all computers can act as bo1h peers and clients. 
When a computer is sharing a resource with another computer on a peer network, it 
is acting as a server, and when it accesses a resource provided by another computer 
on the network, it is performing the role of a network client. 
2.8. l Peer Network Features 
Peer networks have many fea tures that di fTercntiate them from their servcr-
hased network counterparts. On a peer network, all users log on to the computer 
where they will work . There is no central account server to va lidate user identity or 
Jeter111i11e whether 1he user hus permission to uccess the network. /\s long as the 
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network resources. 
Every computer on n peer networ~. thc:rcfore. mnintnins its own information 
about the users who log on to thnt computer. On n peer network with five computers, 
all five computers maintain separate and distinct user account information. 
Advantages 
Security information is defined and stored locally on each computer. If one 
primary person is responsible fo r administration of the network, that person must 
physically or remotely visit every computer on the network to administer security, 
define new users, and perform other types of network administration. On servcr-
based networks, all this work can be performed on a single centralized network 
computer. 
One big advantage of peer networks is that no extra costs in tcmls of 
software arc required to set up a peer network, and the cost of hardware is limited to 
cabling, network adapter cards, and an optional hub. Setting up a client-server 
network requires the purchase of additional networking software and dedicated 
server computers as well. Peer networks arc relatively easy to set up compared to 
server networks. 
Client-server networks require a dedicated network administrator who is 
technically knowledgeable and experienced. Peer networks, on the other hand, do 
not usually have a dedicated administrator. 
In a peer network users arc generally responsible for managing their own 
computer. This leaves the responsibility of setting up shared resources and applying 
security to the intlivitluul network u..,cr. 
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Therefore, the stability of the network can JepcnJ greatly on the;: cooperative 
participation of its user. Another option is rn nppoint n single person to perfonn most 
of the network administnttive duties sn that individual users can be lcfi to utilize the 
network to get things done. 
Overall, the total cost of setting up and maintaining a peer network of two to 
ten workstations is considerably less than that for setting up a client-server network 
of the same size. You can set up n peer network to emulate a client-server network 
by using powerful peer computers that are dedicated to providing services to other 
computers on the network. For example, a company might set aside one computer on 
the peer network that no one uses to act as a workstation; the computer is dedicated 
exclusively to providing a service to the network. Using a computer in this manner 
on a peer network results in the creation of a dedicated server. 
Disadvantages 
Peer networks have some disadvantages compared to client-server networks. 
Additional load is placed on peer computers that share their resources over the 
network. The size of the network is typically limited to tr·n computers. And because 
peer networks have no central administration, the possibility of disorganization nnd 
confusion is higher fo r peer networks. 
Peer networks have decentralized security and usually depend on trusted 
users and good physical security to keep data safe. When responsibility is placed in 
the hands of users, it becomes more difficult to enforce standards and policies. On a 
client-server network. the network administrator can enforce opcmting-sy tem 
policies as part of the network security model. 
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2.8.2 Client-Server Network Features 
In contrast to peer networks, client-server net" orl..s nrc almost always more 
reliable, better perfonning, and more secure. But nil these advantages come at a 
price, which includes dediented hi~h-end hardwnrc. ndditional software purchases, 
and compensation for at least one dcdicnted network administrator. 
A client-server network dedicates at least one computer to provide 
centralized security and user account management. Centralized security allows for 
single password access to all network resources, as opposed to maintaining multiple 
user accounts on peer networks. As such, this type of network can prevent user 
access 10 the network through logon authentication. Because of dedicated server 
equipment, individual computers are relieved of the burden of providing network 
services. This might mean that users' computers can run with lower levels of 
hardware, such as less memory and smal ler hard drives. 
As client-server networks grow in size, they arc able 10 more clli!ctivcly 
manage large numbers of users. Client-server computers can be configured and 
optimized fo r srec ific functions to provide the best possible service. Removing 
network administration from users and placing the responsibility in the hands of n 
fow administrators makes enforcement of network policies much easier. 
Of course, client-server networks have their drawbacks as well. They arc 
always more expensive than their peer counterparts. They require dedicated 
hardwan.:, sonwarc, anu at least one network administrator. 
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Table 2. 1: Windows peer nnd client-$ervcr networl.. 
~ 
Windows Peer Networks Window$ Client-Server Networks 
-- --L<tck central security Mnintnin ccntmli1cd security 
-Arc suitab le for 2 to I 0 computers Arc suitnbk for nny-sized network 
-Depend on distributed user-level Provide both share-level and user-level 
security, which uses individual security to protect network resources 
passwords to protect resources 
Are not optimized for sharing Have dedicated hardware that supports 
resources; user workstations that share client-server resources and can be 
resources can take pcrfom1ance hits configured to provide optimal network 
performance 
Arc less expensive - no extra cost in Are more expensive - require dedicated 
server hardware or soflwarc hardware and add itional software 
I lave no central administrator Requ ire at least one dedicated 
administrator 
Depend heavi ly on physical security I lave excellent bui lt-in security 
----
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2.9 Chapter Summary 
In th is chapter, we arc introduced atx)ut P2P nnd ~t icrosofi .NET 
technologies. Dincrcnt reviews have been done on multiple development aspects for 
P2P application. The aspects in the reviews nrc the types of operating systems, 
development tools, database systems. nnd networks. 
The operating system used to develop the P2P application is Microsoft 
Windows XP Pro fessional. Mierosofi Visual Studio .NET is the development tool 
used to develop the P2P application. The database system fo r the P2P application is 
Microso n SQL Server 2000. 
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Chapter 3 Methodology 
3.1 Introduction 
3.2 System Development Methodology 
3.3 Research and Analysis 
3.4 Chapter Summary 
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3.1 Introduction 
System analysis is n process of gathering nnd interpreting facts. diagnosing 
problems as well as using the in fonnation to recommend improvement to the system. 
In this process, the information gathered hns provided alternative strategies to 
develop this system. 
Through system analysis, the programmer may add, delete and modify 
system components toward the goat of improving the overall system. The 
in formation gathered during this phase has provided alternative strategies to develop 
this system. Although software design can be identified and defined as a distinct 
activity, it must be compatible in both concept and implementation with essential 
development activities such as analysis and coding that precede or follow it. 
Through this phase also, the programmer can types of functional requirements and 
nonfunctional requirements for the system. 
The system development methodology 1s a series of opcrnt ions nml 
procedures that are used to build up a system. The system development life cycle 
can be used to represent and define the methodology of the system development. 
Every system development process includes flow of the system requirement 
to the fin ished product. The figure below shows the system development process 
model for a general system development. 
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l'igure 3. 1: System development process model 
3. l.1 Objectives of System Analysis 
I lere arc some of the objectives for the analysis: 
• Determine type of methodology to be used 
• Study the problem faced by the user and find out the best solution to 
reduced it 
• Acquire knowledge on how this system wi ll be developed with the 
new emerging technology 
• Choose the development tools for the new system among different 
types of tools that have been studied in Chapter 2 
• Identify the major modules to be included in the system and what are 
the modules that arc fcnsible to develop and the tools needed to have 
in order to develop it 
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3.2 System Development Methodology 
In this section, the type of sothvnre development process model to be used 
will be discussed. The techniques used to define the requirements will also be used 
to be decided. 
3.2.1 Type of Software Development Process Model 
Many process models are described in the software engineering literature 
[2][3]. Some are prescriptions for the way software development should progress, 
and others are descriptions of the way software development is done in actuality. In 
theory, the two kinds of models should be similar or the same, but in practice, they 
arc not. Every software development process model includes system requirements as 
input and a delivered product as the output. 
There arc several types of software development process models that nre 
commonly used by most organizations. These models arc: 
• Waterfall Model 
• Waterfall Model with Prototyping 
• V Model 
• Prototyping Model 
• Operational Specification Modd 
• Transformationa l Model 
• Phased Development: Increments and Iterations 
• Spiral Model 
• Hapid Development 
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3.2.2 Rapid Application Development 
Rapid Application Development (RAD) is a newcst upproach to developing 
in formation system, which provides hcllcr nnd chcapcr systems and more rapid 
deployment by having systems developers and end uscrs work together jointly in the 
real time to develop systems. RAD grew out of the convergence of late 1990 and 
early 2000, and the ready availability of high powered computer based tools to 
support system development and easy maintenance. 
RAD is an adaptation of traditional System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) 
but are shorted and combined to produce a more streamlined development technique. 
There are 6 phases in RAD methodology that are Business Modeling. Data 
Modeling, Process Modeling, Application Generation and Testing and Turnover. 
Business and data modeling phases is focusing works on system f unctionnl 
and user requirement at the expenses of detai led business analysis and concern for 
system performance issue. The emphasis RA D is genera ll y less on thl! sl!qlll!nce nnd 
structure of processes in the lifo cycle and more on doing ditforl!nt tasks in parallel 
with each other and on using prototype extensively. The iteration in the RAD li fe 
cycle is around to the design and development phases where the bulk of the works in 
a RAD approach take place. 
According to James Martin, RAD can reduce a system in six months that 
would take 24 months to provide using the trad it ional systems development life 
cycle. 
Oclow arc the 6 phases Ill RAD consisting the speci fic tasks used to 
developing P2P upplication. 
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3.2.3 Project Development Phases 
I. Business Modeling 
• /\n ncti vity which is to identi fy the pmjL'Ct prnbkms. establishing project 
initiat ion plan, ucscribing project scope nnd altcmntivc. 
• Collect infonnation from survey, interview, observation, throwaway 
prototype creation and study documents about the issues of the needs for the 
system. 
2. Data Modeling 
• The infonnation which collected in Business Modeling phase is defined into 
a set of data objects that's need to support the business process. 
• The attributes of each object arc identified and the relationship between c.'lch 
object is defined. The system's process which contains Data Flow Diagram 
and Entity Relationship Diagram is used to define the attribute nnd 
relationship for the system development. 
3. Process Modeli ng 
• This phase is to design physical database or file, design the internal program 
and process. The data object design in the data modeling phase arc 
transfonned to implement a business function. Processing description is 
created for adding, modifying, deleting or retrieving a data object. 
4. Application Generation 
• In this phase. application is created using the fourth generation programming 
tcd111iquc such as Visual Basic. The core part of systems development which 
arc coding the process logic, transform the business logic into computer code 
to perfonn the real till: works. 
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• The RAD process works to reuse existing component or create reusable 
components when necessary to reduce the ovemll development process 
duration. 
5. Testing and Turnover 
• The system developers and end users participate together to test the 
application system to ensure the requirement system has been fu lfilled. Since 
RAD process emphasizes reuse, many of the components have already been 
tested. This reduces the overall testing time. 
• Consist of written or other visual information about the application system, 
how it works and how to use it. 
Business 
Modeling 
Data Modeling I l 
[
- Pro!ess 
Modeling 
Application 
Generation 
f igure 3.2: RAD model 
Testing And 
Turnover 
The P2P application would be applying this methodology for system 
development process as the reason below: 
• To decrease the time needed to develop 
RAD is emphasizing in reusable component, meaning that the component 
crcuteu wi ll be reused in different mod ule. As a result, less coding is need fo r 
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overall development process and this din..-ctly reduce the time needed for lo 
develop the system. 
• Reduce the expcntlilurc cost in the project 
Since the time for overnll dcvdopmcnt process is decrease by using the 
reusable concept, the expenditure cost in the project will a lso be reduced. 
• Increase the usability of the system to fulfill the end users' needs. 
The requirement and information needed is collecting in Business Modeling 
phase and transform into appropriate design. Simple prototype is also created 
during th is phase. As a resu lt, better understanding of user requirement 
specification is produces. Users a lso participate in testing phase together with 
the developer. Any does not fu lfill the user requirement can be defected 
easily. 
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3.3 Research and Analysis 
There arc varieties of techn ique that cnn he used to detennine the 
requirements of the system or the users. These include the sampling and 
investigating hard data, interviewing, questionnaires, observing decision-maker 
behavior and oflicc environment, and prototyping. 
Effective and appropriate techniques must be used to define user 
requirements. A lot of in formation (requirements) is needed before development of a 
system can be done. 
This information can be obtained from a variety of sources. Each source 
usually yields a different search method to get that information. Below is a few 
different search methods used to get that information. 
The following sections will elaborate about the techniques used and will be 
used to do the research and analysis. 
3.3.l Library Research 
A lot of materials in the library such as journal, conference and reference 
books offer a relatively concise information and format for research. During the 
process of the research and analysis, materials from the library have been helpful 
and provide a lot of solutions and references. 
In the library, some books related to P2P application have been searched to 
have a better understanding for the P2P application system design and how does a 
P2P application be implementation ellcctively. 
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3.3.2 Internet Research 
Notwithstanding that the libmry sourcc hns nlwnys bcen a good source of 
n.: forencc and research placc, the Internet hns grown to become a new resource of 
information. The advantages of using the Internet ns the source of reference are that 
it is convenience, free and always up-to-date. 
The Internet is the main resource of infonnation in this throughout the whole 
development process of the P2P appl ication system. Since the Internet is the huge an 
infonnation warehouse, we can find and do a comparison for the resources gathered. 
Surfing the net for sometimes, we can more understanding about the existing 
P2P application. The keywords used to search all the related information are: 
I. Peer-To-Peer 
2. Microsoft .Net Framework 
3. Web services 
3.3.3 Documents Room Research 
The document room is a fac ility provided by the f.'aculty of Computer 
Science and In fonnation Technology that consist of thesis, refc rcnc1.: books and 
other reference materials to provide students, especially final year students as a place 
to search fo r materials. 
The research and analysis in the documents room has been a great help to 
give a better view for the development of the P2P application system throughout the 
two semesters. 
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3.3.4 Interview 
An interview is a direcled co11versa1ion with a specific purpose that use a 
question end-to-end formal. Seek lhe opinion nf lhc person that are interviewing 
opinions may be more imporlnnl nnd more revealing that facts. While gathering the 
requirements for thi s projecl, interviews were conducted to understand the problems 
of the existing system, to gather the requirements and features of the· system from 
the administrators and users. 
Interview is a lechnique of data collection where information is gathered by 
direct interaction with interviewees. Generally, the technique of interview can be 
divided into two categories which are structural and non-structural. Structural 
interviews will use planned and prepared questions as guidelines during the 
interviews. As an opposition, a non-structural interview will be performed wi1h 
spontaneous questions. 
Interview is a good technique to capture the precise requirements, 
information and problems of real li fe systems. An intervi ew wi ll help the inlervicwer 
to have a deeper understanding to the operations and limitations of the system in use 
from the interviewee. 
The interview helps to provide a better and deeper understanding of the 
characteristic of the system, the pros and cons of the system and suitable functional 
requirements of the P2P application system to be developed. 
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3.4 Chapter Summary 
This chapter introduces the methodology that will be used m the 
development, and system analysis for the P2P npplicntion system. 
The methodology to be used in the development is the Rapid Application 
Development (RAO). RAD has been chosen as development methodology because it 
provides better and cheaper systems and more rapid deployment by having systems 
developers and end users work together jointly in the real time to develop systems. 
This model is used because it is able to decrease the time needed to develop, reduce 
the expenditure cost in the project, increase the usability of the system to fu lfill the 
end users' needs, produce bette r software and it is systematic. This model is divided 
into 6 phases which arc Business Modeling, Data Modeling, Process Modeling, 
App lication Generation, Testing and Turnover. 
The researches and analysis o f the system arc done us ing a few techn iques 
which are library research, Internet research, document room research and interv iew. 
With these researches and analysis, the functional requirements a nd the non-
functional requirements are de termined. 
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Chapter 4 System Analysis 
4. 1 lntrod1r1ction 
4.2 Funct iona l Requirements 
4.3 Non-fu net ion a l Requirements 
4.4 System Requirements 
4.5 Development Platform 
4.6 Development Technology 
4.7 Da tabase Management System (DBMS) 
4.8 Netwo rk 
4.9 C hapter Summary 
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4.1 Introduction 
/\ requirement is a feature of the system or n description of something the 
system is capable of doing in order to fultill thc systcm 's purpose. 
/\ soflwarc requi rement dclinition is an abstract description of the services, 
which the system shou ld provide, and the constraints under which the system must 
operate. There are two types of requirement analysis, functional requirement and 
non-functiona I requirement. 
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4.2 Functional Requiren1ents 
Functional requirements arc stntement of the services or functions that a 
system should provide how the system reacts to particular inputs. and how the 
system should behave in particular situations. 
The main modules for the P2P application system are client module, server 
module and library module. 
4.2.1 Client Module 
Client module handles all the client functionalities including call request and 
call initiation. 
4.2.2 Server Module 
Server module handles al l server functionalities li ke listening to connections 
and receiving messages. 
4.2.3 Library Module 
Library module handles all the Windows fonn Controls, and also acts as a 
middle agent for the communication between client and server. 
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shall be taken into considerations. The usage of intuitive nnd meaningful menus and 
icons are also required. 
4.3.2 Robustness 
The modules for P2P application syste1n will be wholly tested to ensure each 
module achieve its expectation. The modules will be integrated and s.ystem testing 
will be started after the integration. Any error that is discovered during system 
testing will be solved immediately. This will provide a robustness measure to the 
system expectations and reduce the possibility of failures during the implementation 
of the system. 
4.3.3 Modularity 
The coding for the P2P application system shall be implemented by using a 
modular approach so that the system can be modified or enhanced in the future. All 
the procedures, subroutines and methods in the program codes will be written in 
modular form. This will provide the future P2P application system developer to have 
a better understanding in the program codes. Furthermore, by using the modular 
approach will reduce the development time and prevent redundancy in the codes. 
4.3.4 Reliability 
P2P appl ication system is a time critical system especially during the online 
messaging and files sharing arc in progress. Thus, th is system should be made 
reliable and should not cause unnecessary downtime to the overall system. The 
system should be set up based on the ucccptablc fa ilure rate. 
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The system should be consistent when il is fun · tionin~. Pl P npplicntion 
sy'item should run smoothly even though mnny use~ :\re using the !')stem 
simultaneously. 'I he sy'item :-;hould not produce dnngcrl'lu:-. M CMtl) foilurcs when it 
is used in a rea'ionable manner. 
4.3.5 Response Time 
/\ II desirable information or downloads should be ava ilable to users at any 
point of time. The requirement for up-to-date in fonnation is also important. 
During the progress of online messaging and files sharing, the system must 
be able lo response quickly to users' action to prevent any time delay due to the 
inefTectiveness of the system. At the end of the on line messaging and fil ei; sharing. 
users 'ihould be uhle to get the result feedback in a reu'ionahle time (within a few 
seconds) to prevent the users to 1-.ecp waiting. 
4.3.6 Expa ndabi lity 
P2P application system should be build with the capability to accept 
enhancement. The system should be able to include m:w fcntures, functionality and 
supports for larger databases. 
4.3. 7 l~cusabil ity 
P2P applicntion "Y'item .... 1muld he build with pmgnun code., that arc cJ'i} to 
111ni11111 i11 and mmlily I hi ... will incrca\c the rcu..,nhi lity o l the "}"tem to .,uppon 
other new t u11ctio1111litic.., or 111mlulc .... . 
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4.4 System Requirements 
System requirements consist of two components ' hich nre: 
• Software requi rements 
• Hardware requirements 
The recommended system requirements are as follows: 
Table 4. 1: The hardware requirements 
Hardware 
Processor 
Memory (RAM) 
Hard Dis k Space 
Others 
Requirement 
Pentium III 800MH z or highe r or 
other equivalent processor s 
Minimum of 256 MB 
(1 GB or more recommended ) 
Mi nimum o1 2 GB 
(8 GB o r morr• recomm ndc>d ) 
Network Interface Card & othr r 
standard computer pcriphorolo 
Table 4.2: The software requirements 
SofLwarc 
Operating System 
Web Server 
Database System 
In c>rnt't 13row:Jor 
RequiremcnL 
Mi c roso ft Windows 7000 
Professional o r higher 
Microsoft Internrt Inf orm tion 
Server 5 . 0 or higher 
Mi c roao fL SQl, SPrver 7000 o r 
M1 croao t t SOL Server Dcaktop 
Engine (MSDE) 
Mi croso lt lnl~1n~ Explort r 5 or 
higher 
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4.5 Development Platform 
In the consideration of operating s) stem for the P~P .lpplk.lt inn. ~ti ·roso tl 
Window\ X P Professional is chosen 10 he the dcvdopmcnt platfonn. 
4.5. 1 Microsoft W indows XP Professional 
Windows XP is chosen to be the platform for the P2P application because of 
its case or use and the stability of the system. Windows XP uses the 32-bit 
architecture that minimizes the chance of application failures and unplanned reboots. 
·1 he stability of the system is an important feature that could affect the effectiveness 
and the fluency of Lhe P2P application. 
Another important consideration for the platfonn i\ that it should be u'ter-
friendly and user should he familiar with. Window'i XI' ha't gone through different 
versions from Windows 3. 1 to Windows XP; users had hcen fomili ur with the 
Windows environment. ·1 hu'i. u'iers arc expecting to he ahlc to worli.. well with the 
Windows environment. 
Windows XI' has the following enhanced fea tures: 
• Business-level Reliability 
Windows XI' delivers a new level of stabi lity. So you can focus on your 
work . For example, in most cases, if one program cra, hcs, your computer will keep 
running. 
• A tl v11 11cc<I Pcrform nncc 
Window' XP n1111iagc ... ')''lc111 rc,otan:c., cllicicnt ly, meeting the pcrfonnancc 
st:111da1ds sci hy Window-: 2000 1111d exceeding thO\C \Cl hy Window' <JM Second 
hlitiun . 
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• Remote Desktop 
Remote desktop allows you to create a virt11nl :-.i:ssinn nnd llSl' ) ~'ur desktop 
computer from another computer running Windows 9) m later. gi' ing you access to 
all of you data and applications even when you arc not in your office. 
• New Tas k-based Vhmnl Design 
Get to your most commonly used tasks quickly, thanks to a cleaner design 
and new visua l cues. 
• Wireless 802.1 x Networking Support 
Wireless 802. 1 x Networking Support provides support for secured access, as 
well as pcrfonnancc improvement for wireless networks. 
• Windows Messenge r 
Windows Mes-;engcr is the easy way to communicate and collahorate in real 
1i111e 011 your computer. You can sec the on l ine status of your co111ac1s and choo..,e 10 
com1m111icn1c with the through 1ex1, voice, or video wi th better pcrfor11111ncc and 
higher quality. 
• Encryptin~ File System 
l ~ncrypting File System provides u high level of protection from hackers nnd 
data thcfl by transparently encrypting liles wi th u randomly generated key. 
• Fast l{csume From Hibernation Or St:andby 
Save battery power when you ure working on the road. With Wint.low\ XP 
your laptop can enter S11111dhy or l lihem111e fo .., ter, and it cnn stnrt working ngain 
1:i ... 1er alkr re ... 11mi11g ln1111 S11111dhy or I l ihc111111io11. 
• lldp J\ntl Support ('enter With ncmok /\"i~tanct: 
111 addi1in11 tu " co111 p1cl11.:11 ... ivc 'Cl ol doc11111cn1111ion. I lclp and ~uppon 
l"l"llll' I in Wi11d11\ ' SP i11r lt11k·'l lk molc Ao.,..,i•.11111cl-, which allow' you 10 have a 
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friend or IT professional who is also running Windows XP f'l'llhHl'I) t'l)lltf\)l )Our 
computer to demo11s1ra1e a prrn:e'' or hdp -;olvc a prnhkm. 
• Sy•Hcm lk'>ton· 
If something goes wrong wilh your t'Ompula.) lHI can re\ ~rt th~ system back 
10 a previous state. 
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4.6 Development Technology 
4.6. I Microsoft .N l~T Framework 
Microsofl .NET Framework is n SCI or pmgmmming services designed to 
simplify the app licnt ion development. 
The advantages and henefits of Microsofi .Net Framework: 
i. Multiple Langua~c S upports 
• Microsofl .NET such as Visual Basic .NET, Visual C+t- .NET, Visual 
Jscript .NET. COBOL for Microsofl .NET. Fortran for Microsofi .NET, 
Pascal , SmallTalk for Microsofl .Net, Perl for Microsoft .NET as we ll as 
newest programming language that they familiar with, without any retraining 
program to suit themselves into new technology environment. 
• Support language integral ion which mean ... that developer can inherit fmm 
cta ... sc.., exception'>, and take advantage o l polymorphism aero ... .., di tfc1cn1 
language. 
11. Multiple Platform Support 
• .NET Framework cun run 011 any versio11s or Window'\, that'" Wi11dows 95. 
Windows 98. Windows NT. Windows 2000, Windows XP ns well uc; 
Windowc; CE. In fu ture, it is expected that .NET will run other OS c;uch as 
lJN IX. 
i i i. Improve Pcrfornrnn cc 
• .NFT i111piovc ... the pc1 fon11a 11ce of' Web applicatin11. Previnu ... ty. J\SP code j.., 
111h.:qm:tcd whc11 the Ctl<lc i" 11111111111• 1 lnwever. 111 A ~ p NI I. ,Ill co<Jc.., i.., 
compiled into MS ll nml nller 1hu1compiled111to 11wchi11e code hy JI I'. 
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• CLR can manage code ellicicntly thnn nny pn!vious vcrsil)n of mntimc 
environment such ns Visunl Basic Runlimc or Visunl CI t Runtim~. 
• VcriTest, a sonwnrc testing linn in l Jnilcd Stntc.-d fnund hnd pnrticipntcd in 
auditing. /\ Pel Shop System which develop using ~ licrosoll .NET and Java 
2 Enterprise Edition. found thnt Microsofl .NET Pet hop performs over 10 
times faster than Java Pct Shore. 
iv. Write Less Cocle 
• .NET Framework provides plenty o f build-in control. Developers can use 
this control direc tly without writing thei r own function or control. This 
enables developers to focus on writing business logic rather than spent time 
in th is pettiness Lask. 
• VeriTest also found that Lines of Code to imple111ent the Microsoll .NET Pet 
Shop was less lhun Sun's Java Pct Shop. 
v. l~un More lk linhlc 
• Microson .N E I' Framework includes set of technologies to ma\...e appl ication 
nm more reliable. For example, memory threads and error hnmJlc managed 
by .NET Framework to ensure that memory leaks docs not occur. 
vi. S implified Deployment 
• T o setup an application under .NET environment, just simply copy the 
source dish. -;uch as Cl) to the destination f(>ldcr or directory using "\copy 
111ethod". 
• Prev iou-; ly. the entire c.: rn11pn11cnl 1111r ... 1 he regi ... tcr i111n regi\try hcforc it c.111 
he run and opc1111c c.:011cc t. l Jndcr the . N I ~ I pl:r1for111. all 1hc developed 
cw 111>tmc111 i ... dot·., 110 1 require lo rcgr ... tcr. I he co111poncn1 will place in the 
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"bin" folder of each application. As n result. this simplitit'tl the " ny tll install 
and remote an 11pplieation from the system. 
4.6.2 Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 
Microson Visual Studio .NET is chosen ns the Dc, elopment Tool to develop 
thi <; P2P application. Below is the benefil and ndvantages of Microsoft Visual 
S1udio .NET: 
• A complclc set of development tools for building ASP Web application, 
XML Web services. desktop application and mobile application. 
• Provide powerful WYSIWYG designer fo r Web pages, lntelliscnsc I ITML 
editing features and Style Sheet Editor. 
• Provide 11n inlcgrated development environment (IDI:) for all supported 
lnnguagcs such a" Visual Basic .NIT. Visual (' 1 1 .NET and Vi '\unl 
('I I .NET 
• Developer able to use build-in ADO.N I ~'! object 10 create n data-driven 
application with Microsofl SQL Server, Oracle or any other XMl.-hnsed dntn 
i;ource. 
• Smart editor which provide the nutomotic syn1nx error checking function. 
• Simplified the way to create 1he Server-side component by using Drag and 
I )rop concept . 
• Provide a SCI ol' powerful too ls for pr oject nnd application SClllp nnd 
dcplO) lll Cnl. 
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• Provide debugging tools with cross-lnngungc support "hich hdp tkvelopcr 
to find und fi x error in the code. Developer also cnn us~ stmctured C:\.ecption 
classes to build error handling into the npplicnti()n. 
• Create and use XMI. Web service gmphicn lly. 
This development tool is chosen because it is also following enhanced 
features: 
• I ligh-Performancc Database Applications With XML 
Use the built-in Microsofl ADO .NET tools to build database applications 
with Microsofl SQL server, Oracle, or any other XML-based data source. Take 
advantage of the Microsofl SQL Server, which natively supports XML for 
maximum intcropcrahility. 
• Rapid Application Devclopment (RAD) For ·1 hc Server 
Visually compose middle-tier components using the Visual C'o111pone1\I 
Designer, which enables deve lopers to drag non-visual objects, such as mes-..1gc 
queues, timers, and event logs to a design surface from the Server Explorer, n new 
tool Windows thut automuticn lly discovers ul I necessary server-based resources. 
• Complete Web Development Environment 
Create Web c;o lutions with any language, including Visual Llasic and C#, 
using the shared Web Page Editor. 
• Create Powerfu l Windows App lications 
Visually con, 11111.: t Windows Forms upplicntions hy u'iing the Fonm 
l>c'it•ner and vi, ual 111he11tam:e lo ccntrali1e in parent loml'i the common logic and 
u\cr interf ace Im the enti re 'olut ion. lhe w ntrul anchoring and docking to provide 
IC:\ill1hh,.· hlllll \ llllhlllllllil'll ll y. 
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• Jump-Start the Development Process 
C'ustomi1.e, autornatc and exh.:nd the ll)F h) using tht• Visual Studio .NFT 
Environment. 
4.6.2.1 Microsoft Visunl Basic .Net 
In this new version of Visual Oasic, its fully support object-oriented feature. 
Now it is ·•true" Object-oriented Programming Language. Major Features and 
Improvement in Visual Basic .NET. 
i. Inheritance 
• Visual Bas ic .NET now supports Inheritance feature by allowing developer 
to define classes that serve as basic for derived classes. 
11. l•:xccption llnndling 
• Structure Fxception I landling now 4'upported 111 Visual Basic .NET. using 
I ry .. C'a tch .. Finally synta:-.. 
111. Overloading 
• Overloading now c;upporls in Visual Basic .NET. Overloading ennhle 
developer delincs the properties, method"> and procedures that have the some 
but using different data types. 
iv. Constructor and Ocstructors 
• Visual llasic ..,upport s C<m..,tructor and destructors using Sub New and Suh 
I· inali1e procedures. 
v. f\111ltithrc11cling 
• Vi\lutl Bn-.ie .N F I :tllow-. developer to wr itc applit:atinn.., that can pcrfonn 
v111 iou-. 1 11-.~ -. 11111 -.i n 1~lc prncc..,s. 
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4.6.2.2 Microsoft Visual C# .NET 
Visua l Cl/ .NET advantages: 
1. lJse C 1 1 style syntax, developer who fomilinr with CI I nnd Jnva can c:asily 
implement the system using('// lnngungc. 
11 . /\ Modem Object-Oriented Language. ~ upport for properties, indexers. 
delegates, single and multi-dimensional arrays, advanced inheritance, 
attributes, versioning, and XML comments. 
111 . Fully integrated with the .NET Framework and the Common Language 
Runtime, which together provide language interoperability, garbage 
collection, enhance security, and improved versioning support. 
1v. Enables developers to build the next generation of Windows-based and Web-
based applications. 
v. Fu lly support for Extensible Markup Language (X ML). 
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4.7 Database Management Systcrn (DBMS) 
4. 7.1 Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
M icrosofl SQI. Server 2000 is one of the best Data ~ tnnngement System 
(DBMS) for Windows platfonn which devdopml.!nt hy Microsoft. It is fully 
supported in Microsoft .NET platform. It supports a high volume of concurrent users. 
It also provides easier way to backup and restore database. 
Microsofl SQL Server 2000 has Enterprise Manager for tables, created users, 
and set table and column permissions graphically. It also has Query Analyzer for 
Database query and processing using SQL statement, Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
able to u-.c I rtTP to ~end queries to the database. Database may be accessed 
by .NIT application using /\DO .NET. It is fu lly integrated with office 2000. 
Micro•mll Bi1Talk Sl.:rver und Microsoft Commerce Server. It supports for XM L 
format and it is l.:a'>y installation. 
I he.: rea..,on why M icrosofl SQL Server 2000 is cho'>en instead ol Orack 9i i.., 
because: 
• SQL Server 2000 provides tight integration with Windows-ha'\e application 
compare to Oracle 9i which mainly support UN IX and Java platform. 
• SQL Server 2000 is the .NET Enterprise Server product which rncanc; that if 
it fully '>t1pported in Microsoft .NET plut fonn . 
• Provide c.:asier wuy to bad.up and restore dutuba'>e. 
• Supports for XMI which 111c.::111s thnt duta can he rc.: trievcd a., XML fonnnt 
111\ tc.::ttl ut l l'l'Otd \Cl. 
• ( iraplrn:al l f,l· r l11tcdm:c tor l>at11ba1,e Ma1111gc.:mc11t 11..,i ng I ntcrpri '>c Scrvc.:r. 
I hi' n11.':111\ thnt .1d111i11i-. trntor l'llll 111111111Hc the d11taha'>C work., '>uch a\ crc.1tc 
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database, edit data, update dntn or delete datn using Clll ml'tlH'l4.i instcnd of 
using SQI, statement. 
• Support a high volume or concurrent users. 
• I .owers the cost and complex ity of di~trihutcd omputing compar~ to Oracle 
9i database which more expensive than QL Cr\ er 2000. According to 
Microsofl , SQL Server 2000 is 3 times cheaper than Oracle 9i database. 
• Strange security features. SQL . erver 2000 automatically supports 
encryption of the data. The encryption strength is dependent upon the 
encryption capabilities authori1ed by the certificate installed for SQL Server 
and the cryptograph ic capabil ities of the client and the server. 
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4.8 Network 
4.8. 1 In tern ct 
Since the P2P application is nn onlinc S)Stcm. lntcmct is the most suitable 
network type to be used in this project. Users from difTcrent places in the world can 
access to the P2P system if they have lntemet access. The users of P2P application 
may have interactions with each other. Despite of the limitation of the geographical 
barri er. users all over the world can use this P2P application to communicate with 
each other. 
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4.9 Chapter Summary 
P2P application system includes thr\!e nu)tf11ks. !'he lll l) t11ks nrc client 
module, server module and library module. The modules nrc further divided into 
smaller modules for case of development. 
Several non-functional requirements arc defined for the P2P application 
system. These requirements arc user-friendly, robustness, modularity, reliability. 
response time, expandability, and rcusability. 
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Chapter 5 System Design 
5.1 Introduction 
5.2 System Architecture Design 
5.3 User Interface Design 
5.4 Chapter Summary 
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5.1 Introduction 
System design is a process lh rough which requirements nre tmnslntcd into a 
model or rcprcscntntio11 of lhe sofhvarc thnl can he ns.~cssed for the quality before 
coding begins. On 1his s1agc. 1hc requircmen1s which nrc identified earlier are 
translated into system features and characteristics. The fo llowing designs have been 
considered: 
• System Architecture 
• User Interface Design 
This phase will moves from what to do (the specification stage) to an interest 
in how to do it (the design stage). 
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A large system cnn be decomposed inlt) suh-s s11.·ms thnt provide some 
n.:lated sci or servi ces. Thus. system nrchitccturc design is the initial design process 
of identify ing these sub-systems and establishing n frame for sub-system control and 
communication. 
The system is structured into a number o f principle sub-systems. 
Decomposing the system into a sci o f interacting sub-system is an important phase. 
Structure chart is used to depict the high leve l extraction o f a specified system. The 
usage of stnicturc chart is 10 descri be the interaction between independent sub-
'>ystcrns. 
The P2 P application syc;tem consist three module<;: client module, server 
module und library module. 
Client Module 
Client module handles all the c lient functionalities including call rcquc ... 1 and 
cull initiation. 
Server Module 
Server module handle ... all the ... erver functionalities li~c li 1,tening to 
co1111ectio11s und receiving messages. 
Lihra ry Modu k 
I 1hr.iry 111nd11 le humllc ... 1111 the Window ... h>r111 Control .... and a 1 ... 0 act\ ~L' .1 
111 iddk 11nr 111 10 1 till' l'01 111111111ic 1111011 hcl\vcl' ll clic1111111d ">crver. 
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Peer-to-Peer Application 
Instant Messaging and File Sharing 
Client Module Server Module Library Module 
Figure 5. 1: Main modules in the P2P application 
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5.3 User Interface Design 
The user interface design of a syste1n is nlwnys n mcnsurc by which that 
system is judged. The goal of interfoce design is to provide the best way for the 
users to interact with the system. The interface will be the ponal where users get the 
information they need in and out of the system. 
I lowever, an interface, which is difficult to use, will result in high level of 
faults nnd errors, and may cause some system to be discarded, irrespective of its 
functionality. Thus, it is important to take into consideration the user's needs and 
preferences in the design of user interface. 
In the P2P application system, the user interface design wi ll base on the 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) approach. lne goals of using the GUI approach arc 
to provide user-friendly, easy and faster way for the user to interact wi th the P2P 
system. 
~l ooin 
... ····· --------
user Name: 
• ....... ._!' _ OK_...i __ Exi_t _· ...... • r : : ~ ~ ~ : ~ 
Figure 5.2: User login 
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~ P7P Appllcat1o n .fl ET . ..:.la.L~.J 
; t ' ; ' ; ; ~ i-t ~ ; : ; .;...t- ; t t i ; ; .... I I I I I i i I I I • .. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
'. ~ro: I 
·l-------,_d 
..... . ............. . ' ...................... . 
Figure 5.3: User Interface for instant messaging and file sharing 
~ Trdce Oi-;play 
: is~ 
It. I 0 I I I I I I I I I I I 0 0 I I I I I 0 0 0 0 0 I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Figure 5.4: Trncc displuy 
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5.4 Chapter Summary 
System design is a very importnnt phase in dl.!vdnping n S) stem regnn.lkss or 
whether the system is a new system thnt is to he h11ilt or n moditicntion of an 
existing system where this phase wi ll transform the model of n S) stem on paper, to a 
real-life system. Thus every single part must be taken into account and careful 
consideration to avoid losing control in the process of system development. 
The interface is designed in such way that users would not feel uneasy or 
boring when using the P2P application to communicate with other users, sending 
messages and sharing files. Every command button or label is c learly labeled. 
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Chapter 6 System Implementation 
6.1 Introduction 
6.2 Defining The Interfaces 
6.3 Creating The Trace Component 
6.4 The Coordination Server 
6.5 T racking Clients 
6.6 Sending Messages 
6.7 File Transfer 
6.8 The Talk Client 
6.9 Chapter Summary 
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6.1 Introduction 
Every Internet user is familiar wich lhc hasic ml''1<kl for insnnt-me.snging 
application. Users log on to some sort of ccnlrn l m11hori1 • n:crieve n list that 
indicates who else is currently onlinc. and cxchnngc simple 1ex1 messages. Some 
messaging platforms include addicional enhancements, such as file-transfer features 
and group conversations that can include more than two parties. 
/\II current-day inslant-messaging applications rely on some sort of central 
component that stores a list of who is currently online as well as the information 
needed to contact them. Depending on the way the system is set up, peers may 
retrieve this in formation and contact a chosen user directly, or they may route all 
activity through the central coordinator. 
Conceptually, there nrc two types of application-; in Student Tulk .NET: 1he 
single server and the clients (or peers). l3oth application-; must be divided into tW<) 
parts: a rcmotablc Mnr:-.hn113yRcf0bjcct that is exposed w the re~t of 1he world und 
used for communication over the network, and a private portion, which nurnages the 
user interface and local user interaction. ·1 he server runs continuously at a tixed, 
we ll -known location. while the cl ients arc free to appear and disappear on the 
network. Figure 6. 1 diagrams these componcnL-;. 
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Sc~1Prorus 
(M arshAlOy RtiUb111rt) 
bJ CbenlProcu1 bJ StndMtssace l ) (Marsha.IByRefObJect) v \ AddUstr () rm I\ / rm RecerveMeuoge () RemoveUser() 
GetUsers() 
I TalkC!ient Application Domain I I TalkServer Apphcation Domain I 
Figure 6. 1: Components of the Student Talk .NET system. 
In order fo r the server to contact the client, the client must maintain an open 
bi-directional channel. When a message arrives, the server notifies the client. This 
notification can take place in '\everal ways it might use a callback or event, or the 
server could j ust cull a method on the client object or interface, which is the 
approach taken in the Student Talk .N l~T. Cornmunicmion hetwee11 the'>c 
components uses TCP channels and binary fonnatting, although these detail" arc 
easy enough to change through the configuration files. 
One of the most important aspects of the Student Tolk .NET design is the 
fact that it uses interfaces to manage the communication process. lnterfnccs help to 
standardiLc how any two objects interact in a distributed system. Student Tnlk .NET 
include\ two interfoces: ITulkServcr, which defines the method'> thut a client cnn call 
on the '\Crver. and ITalkClient. which llefine'> the method'> that the \Crver (or another 
client) can cull 0 11 11 c lient. Before nctunlly writing the code for the Stullent 
'I ulk .NI· I com1Hmcnh. we wi ll dellne the h111ctio11ality hy creating these intcrfocc'>. 
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6.2 Defining The Interfaces 
The first step in creating the system is to lock down the methods that will be 
used for communication between the server and the client components. These 
interfaces must be created in a separate OLL assembly so that they can be used by 
both the TalkClient and TalkServer applications. In the code, this class library 
proj ect is called TalkComponcnt. It contains the fo llowing code: 
Public lnt.:Prf.ic.:P I TalkScrver 
' 'J'lt1•s" m"tliods a I low us••rs to t q1st:ercd aud unreqist,..red 
with I he O• I ./I I • 
Function AddUser ( OyV.11 (alias) As S ring , ByV~l callback As 
ITalkClient) A~ BoolP.111 
Sub RemoveUser (ByV.iJ (alias) Ar; Strinq, ByV;)l U::ier Ao St rinq ) 
I Thi I I 11 1 y logy .. I i 11 u· c:r: rlllm":J. 
Fu net: ion GeLUsers () A· !Collection 
• Tl lhi 1 m gc h 
:;uh ScndMe99ogc (l\yV.1 I sr-ndcrAlia:.l A:J ~ t J n<f , llyv 1 I 
rccipicnLAlias A· ::Lr i11·1 , ByV.,d message A9 SLI in J) 
F11nct ic.•n GcLUscr( ByV,Jl (alias) As ~trinq ) A:J ITt!lkCI l<•nt 
Encl I nl:f•t t.1c;1> 
Puhl ic lntl'1 l.ic:1• ITalkCllcnt 
' Th• • r v1 1 c il It t 111 : lo lo r w 1 r <I 1 111• 
c 111•1\l . 
Hfl! t O I 11• 
!5111> Recoi vc Mossogo (HyV.i l mc:rnogo A:1 ~;1ri11q , llyV.i l nondcrAl Ins f\:1 
!: t I j llq ) 
h• Iii I I II I I f'( I l I Ill 11. I h I i l t I I 
~iul> Rocoi voFilcO!C<'r ( llyV.il filcnumo A:1 :;11I11 , , ByV ii 
filoldcnli!ior A·· Guld , ByV.il senderAlias A:.i St 11nq ) 
nrnct 1011 Trans!orfilc (llyV ii (ilC'ldPnLificr A', Gutd , llyV ii 
sendorAlias f\, .it rl11q ) A· Byl•• () 
!iuh ClicntDlsconncctod () 
1~11d 1111•--1l1c•• 
I 'I Iii 1rl1ntly11 II lV r- id 
it • 
1'11l>l lc l)Pl• ,.1t " :i11h J{1 t'f lv1•M1.i:HJ11(J• Co l lh11ck ( llyV 1 I mr•11n.1g1• /\n S r i r 1, 
llyV 1 I :11 nth r Al I 1111 A•1 !it r i 11q ) 
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ITalkScrvcr defines the basic AddUscr() nnd RcmovcllscrO mcttmds for 
registering and unregistering users. It nlso provides n Gctllscr() method thnt allows 
peers to retrieve a complete list or onlinc users. nml n ScndMcss.'\gc() method that 
actually routes a message from one peer to nnothcr. When endMcssage() is 
invoked, the server calls the RcceiveMessage() method of the ITalkClient interface 
to dcl ivcr the information to the appropriate peer. 
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6.3 Creating The Trace Component 
Both the client and the ~erver arc tkpicll.!d ns Windows npplil.! 11ions. For the 
cl ienl, this design decision makes sense. For the server. however. it is less 
appropriate because ii makes the design less lk:\ihlc. For example, it might make 
more sense to implement the server component as a Windows service instead of a 
stand-alone application. 
/\ more loosely coupled option is possible. ll1e server does not need to 
include any user-interface code. Instead, it can output messages to another source, 
such as the Windows event log. The Student Talk .NET server will actually output 
diagnostic messages using tracing code. These messages can then be dealt with in a 
variety of ways. They can be captured and recorded in a file, sent to an event log, 
shown in a console window, nnd so 0 11 . In the Student Talk .NIT sy~tem , these 
messages wi ll be caught by a custom trace listener, which will then di'>play 1he trace 
messages in a Windows fonn. I his approach is useful , flexible, and simple 10 code. 
In .N ET, any class can intercept, trace, and debug messages, provided it 
inherits from TraccLislener in the System.Diagnosti cs numcspace. This abstract 
class is the basis for DcfoultTraceListcner (which <.-chocs messages to a Tex1Wri1cr 
or Stream, including a FileStrcam) and EventLogTraceLi-,tener (which records 
messngcs in the Windows event log). 
/\ II custom trace li -,1em:rs work by overriding the Wri1e() and Wri1eLine() 
111 e1hmls. The entire proceso; works like this: 
I. I he progr ;1111 c11 II '> a 111clhud ... uch "" I >chug. Write{) m I mcc.:. Wri1c{) . 
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2. The common language runt imc (CLR) itemt~s '""'"Sh 1h~ current 
collection of debug listeners (D1.:h11g.Lis1cncrs) or tmrc listeners 
(Trace. listeners). 
3. Each time it finds a listener object. it calls its Write() or WriteLineO 
method with the message. 
The solution used in this example creates a generic listener that forwards 
trace messages to a form , which then handles them appropriately. This arrangement 
is diagrammed in Pigure 6.2. 
FormTraceListeoer Simple TraceF orm 
Application WritcO LogToFormQ 
CallsTrace WntcO 
Figure 6.2: Fonvurding trace messages to a fonn 
The fo llowing is the outline for a FormTraccListener. This class is 
implemented in a separate class library project named TraccComponcnt. 
ohjoct:. Lh 1L 
' mop rnn. • CJI o i II IL Ill , wh lcll 
' w l 11 hlll ii I' I t 111 I' I ! w I llllOW. 
Pub 11 G Fo rmTrncoLis Lcncr 
Jnh••• it•1 TraccLi s l nt'r 
Pub I i c Trace Fo rm A· ITraco f'o rm 
I u th s~f l r 1 torm. 
Puhl i c !iuh Nt> w () 
Myll 1t1r • No w () 
MP . Trocc•t'o rm 
t:IHI !.iub 
N•w Simpl Trocofo rm() 
' U t I 11 
P11hlt1 :;uh N1w ( llyV 1I t r11 c 1Fo rm AJ 1·rro c; 1Fo rm) 
My ll 1 •• .Now() 
11 No l •ry11•0 1 \ t11 c 1 Form I" Form 'l'h• 11 
l 'h 1 , w N• w I 11v11 l I d C'1i:1 \ i-:xc·npt I 0 11 ( "I 'l' r11 t •1 Fo rm mun t b• 11 n •d 
0 11 n F 11 1 111 l 11 11 l1111 r 11. " ) 
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End If 
M1· . Trace Form 
End !i11h 
LracoForm 
Puhl ir· 0Vl't lo.1cl•1 Ovt• r r lclt>n ~i11h Writc( ll'rV.11 Vl\luc As ~tunq ) 
Trac<' Form. f,ogToForm (vn luc) 
End Sub 
Puhl ic Ovc.:t loMl:1 Ov1· r r:iclc:1 Sub WriteLine( ByVnl message As 
!;t ri nq) 
' Wr: 1 tnl.i11e () n11cl Wri tc () 11rc equivalent in this simple 
ex11mpll'! . 
Ml' .Write(mcssagc ) 
Encl !iuh 
End Clc1ss 
The FormTraceListener can send messages to any form that implements an 
ITraceForm interface, as shown here: 
' Any custom 1orm c 11 I> 1 " tHIC•"' form" as lori<J a it 
' implcmnnt~ th 1 
Public I11tPtfc1C<' ITraceForm 
• 1 I w I 11'0 wi 11 h <Ii pl yr d. 
Suh LogToForm (ByV.tl message As !;tri 11q ) 
~:ncl lnt:Pt l .ic1• 
Finally, the TraceComponent assembly also includes a sample fonn that can 
be used for debugging. It simply displays received messages in a list box and 
automatically scrolls to the end of the list each time a message is received. 
Puhl i c c I c1:1·1 SimplcTraccForm 
Inhctilfl System. Windows . Forms . Form 
Impl1•mPnL:1 ITracoForm 
'(Designer code omitted.) 
Pub Ill ,;ub LogToForm (UyVcll message As !;tr 1 nq ) l mpl ~m••nts 
ITraccForm.LogToForm 
1 1 
O l l LO th1 I Ol t I I h I 1 L, 
lntM~nunq «.S,l1ct1cl lnd x w lntMonnnqt n . ltPmn.Count - 1 
~;IHI ,,11\• 
l·'nd ('I ID:J 
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This approach is useful for Student Talk .N l T Sl'rwr. hut lx"'l·.msc it is 
implemented as a separate componcnl. ii cnn easi ly IK' n..•usl·d in l'thl·r pn~jc(tS . 
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6.4 The Coordination Server 
Afler defined the basic building blocks for the tudcnt Tnlk. .NET system, it 
is time to move ahead and bui ld the server. The Talk crvcr application has the task 
of tracking clients and routing messages from one u er to another. The core of the 
application is implemented in the remotable ServerProcess class, which is provided 
to clients as a singleton object. A separate module, called Startup, is used to start the 
TalkServer application. It initializes the remoting configuration settings, creates and 
initializes an instance of the FormTraceListener, and displays the trace fo rm modally. 
When the trace form is closed, the application ends, and the ServerProcess object is 
destroyed. 
The startup code is shown here: 
lmp:>rt ~ SysL m. Runlimc . Rf.'motin9 
Publi c Moclul< Startup 
Pub I i c ~>ul> Main () 
' Cr 1 ' h1 1 rver-sl(JC form (which cH:..pl y rti 111001 ic 
i nlorm ti oral . 
' Thia torm in implemented is 1 ell 1q11ostic 
' 1'h 1t ml' 1115 that SPrV""r trllCI mcSSllCJ • II 
. 111 tomn Li c 11 l y , 
ohj1 CL 
' w1tho11l 1Pq11ii 1nq iny •1r1r1 ii t 1 t th11 1 tlnq d••. 
Dim (rmL09 /\:1 NPw T ruccCompononL . rormTr accLi ~JLonor () 
Traco . LisLoncrs . Add(frmLog) 
' Cont 1q11r he 1;01111• ction , 111 I i c11 t • 1 I.ht w• l l -know11 
' IS • i 1 > th 1t w1 l 1 1 • t 1 qu• t . 
RemoLingCon!lguroLlon . Con!igur~( "TnlkSvrvor.oxc.conflg" ) 
• ~ rom tlu poi n 11 I I I y h 
Scrv 1 Proc 
UJ 
U l 
' o l )• t . Th 
1 though 
t 1 • 11 t1 11• i form. By u ln 1 h wl>l lOJ , 
J> II lhl h11 I . Thi 011 l! tJ 11 wSll 
!11 I I) I II 
lltm I rm I\ 1 Form 
I t m. 1'1 x I " 'I' II k 
I 1 111.~lhowDlnloq() 
I I. 
I rm l iotJ. 'l'rtwi Form 
• N~:'l' :11 r v•H ('l'flH.'1 1>t11ploy) " 
t . 
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End !iuh 
End Moduli· 
When start the server, the ServcrProcess Singleton object is not created. 
Instead, it is created the first time a client invokes one of its methods. This will 
typically mean that the first application request will experience a slight delayt while 
the Singleton object is created. 
The server configuration file is shown here. It includes three lines that are 
required if want to run the Student Talk .NET app lications under .NET I. I (the 
version of .NET included with Visual Studio .NET 2003). These lines enable fu ll 
serialization, which allows the TalkServer to use the ITalkClient reference. If you 
are using .NET 1.0, these lines must remain commented out, because they will not 
be recognized .NET 1.0 uses a slightly looser security model and allows full 
serialization support by default . 
<conl iguu1tion" 
<uy:Jtem. runtimP. rPmol in} > 
<l1ppl iCcJtion 11n m1• " 1\.llkNET" > 
<scrvic;1'> 
<" wp I l known 
/.;> 
mocl•• " ~; i 11q I I' \ on " 
t Yfll' '"1'.i I k!i•'I VPt . !>1·tv1•11'1 ocP:1:1 , 'l'c1 I k:;,., v"' " 
o h j Pc t lJ r i • '"l't! I k!;I' r v1• r " 
<I tJt't vi r.u > 
< chrtllllC I :i> 
b low. --> 
" dwnncl p o 1 t " !!000 " tPI " tr p " > 
< ! --If~ I I l r 1.1 , \lll mm Ill th line 
· sc1v•1Ptovidnrs> 
< lorm1t:.t«'t tf'I 
<I 1•tv•1P1 ovlcl•r 
</c h 11111"1 > 
• / 1~1i. 1111 • l :J > 
</ 1ppl l e 1t l1rn> 
/ uyut1•m.11111t Im• .1• nio t l11q 
</co111 lq111 11 10 11>. 
Most of the code for the ScrvcrProcess cluss is contained in the methods 
Implemented liom the I J'11lkScrvcr lntcrfi1co. The lwsic outline 111 shown here: 
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Public Cl<1sn ServerProccss 
J nhr• r it n MarshalByRcfObj cct 
Irnpl 1•m1·nt :J JTal kSorvor 
' Tr 1ckn ii I t l u• 11:1,.r ii i'1sr.s , nnd t he " n,•two1 k ! , int •'t " net.!~it.!d 
o c r 111111 Ir II 1 • w 11 h l h1 m. 
Priv.itc· /\c LivcUscrs /\!! Nt'w Hashtable () 
' (Code omitted.) 
Public ~~ne t ion GetUsers () As System. Collections .ICollection 
Implcmc•nL3 TalkComponent. ITalkServer .Get Users 
' (Code omiLLod . ) 
End FuncLlon 
Public FuncLion AddUser( OyVal (alias] As SLring , ByVal client As 
ITalkClient ) /\9 13ool<.>an Implements TalkComponent.ITalkServer . AddUser 
' (Code omitted .) 
End FuncLi on 
Public Suh RcmoveUser (ByV<1l (alias ] As SLring, ByVal User /\3 
SLr ing ) Impl<'mPnLs TalkComponent. ITalkServer . Remove User 
' (Code omitted. ) 
End Suh 
<SysLem . Runtimc . Remoting .Messaging .OneWay()> _ 
Public !juh SendMessage (ByVal senderAl ias /\'J ~;l r 1 n<J, ByV.1 J 
r ecipicnLAlias /\~, !;trtnq, ByV.ll message /\~ SLnnq ) lmpl.-rn1•nt:1 
TalkComponont.TTalkSorvor . ScndMcssagc 
' (Code omi L tcd . ) 
I:;nd Sub 
End Cla:rn 
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6.5 Tracking Clients 
'I he S1uden1 Ta lk .N ET ~erver trad.s client:-. 11:-.ing 1 I la$htahk pn.widcs 
severa l benefits compared lo arrays or other type:-. of colkclinns: 
• The lla<>htable is a key/value collce1ion (11nlil..e some collec1ions. which do 
not require keys). This allows you to associate two pieces of infonnation: the 
user name and a network reference 10 1he cl ient. 
• The I lashlablc is optimi1.cd for qu ick key-based lookup. This is ideal, 
because users send messages based on the user's name. The server can 
speedily retrieve the client's location infom1ation. 
• ·1 he I lashtable allows easy !-ynchroni1..ation for thread-safe programming. 
The collection stores ITalkClient references, indexed by uo;cr name. 
Technically. the ITulk('licnl reference reall y represent<> an instance or lhe 
System.Runtime.Rcmoting.ObjRef class. This class ii) a kind of networl-. pointer it 
contains all the informa1ion needed to generate a proxy object to eommunicnte with 
the client, including thl! client channel, the objl!ct type, and the computer name. I hi\ 
Obj Ref can be passed around the network, thus allowing any other user to locnte and 
communicate wi th the client. 
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6.6 Sending Messages 
'I he process of \ending a message !'\!quire~ s l igh1I~ llllH~ \\M~. \'he server 
pcrlonm most of the heavy lifling in the ScndMcs.."ngc() mctlH'l<I. "hich loo~s up the 
appropriate c lient and invokes itc; RcccivcMes:;.age() method to deli\ er the message. 
If the recipient cannot be found (probably because the client has recently 
disconnected from the network), an error message is sent to the message sender by 
invoking its ReceiveMessage() method. If nei ther c lient can be found, the problem is 
harmlessly ignored. 
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6.7 File Transfer 
The file transfer operntion can he hrol..c.!n down into four :-;1cps: 
I. Peer /\ offers n lilc 10 Peer ll . 
2. Peer B accepts the file offer and initiates the tmnslcr. 
3. Peer /\ sends the file 10 Peer B. 
4. Peer B saves the file locally in a selected location. 
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6.8 The Talk Client 
I he c licnt portion of the Student l':tll.. .N F I' is t':\lkd foll..Clicnt. It is 
de\igncd :t"> a Window ... application (m11d 1 lil..e ~fo.: rn~l,n·~ \\ indo" s ~kssenger). It 
has exactly two respon-;ibi litics: lo allm\ the 11\er to ~end n message or ofTer n file to 
any other on line user and to di splay n log of sent and received messages. 
When the TalkClicnt npplication first loads. it executes a startup procedure. 
which presents a login fonn and requests the IP address of the server and the name 
of the u<;er that it should register. If one is not provided, the application terminates. 
Otherwise, it continues by taking two steps: 
I. It creates n11 instuncc of the ClientProcess class and supplies the user 
name. The ClicntProcess class mediates all communication hctween the 
remote ... erve r and the client U\er interface. 
2. It crea tes and shows the main chat form , named ·1 alk, around which mo-.1 
o f' the application revolve"I. 
On stanup, the ClientProcess object registers the user with the coordination 
-;erver. Because ClientProcess is a rcmotable type, it will remain ncce\\ih le to the 
"lerver for callbacks throughout the life time of the application. ·1 hesc callbacks will, 
in turn, be raised to the user interfuce through local event-;. 
rlie logi11 form is quite strnightforward. It exposes a public lJserNnme 
propeny and n public IPServer property. which allow<; the Startup m11tinc t<> retrieve 
the U\er name without violating enea1Nr lat ion. 
I he ClientPrncc ...... du" doc' dmrhlc duty. It :i llow' the I ;di.( licnt to rntcrac.t 
, ith tlw I alkSc1 v1;r tu 1cgi .... tcr 1111d unrcgi-.tcr lhc 11,er rn -.c11d a rnc'"'•'e c.Jc\ tincd 
tor another '"er. I hl· < ' lie11tPr 111,:c" 111 -.o rece ive' c11lllmck'> lro111 the I alkc.;ervcr and 
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forwards these to the Talk Client through nn event. The T1\IJ...~kn ~r "ill call the 
ClientProcess is to deliver a message senl from nnothcr user. At this point, the 
Cl ientProccss will forward the message along to the user intcrfoce by raising an 
event. Because the server needs to be able to call ClientProcess.RcceivedMessage() 
across the network, the Cl ientProcess class must inherit from MarshalByRefDbject. 
ClientProcess also implements ITalkClient. 
Following is the client configuration, which only specified channel 
information. The client port is not specified and will be chosen dynamically from the 
available ports at the runtime. As with the server configuration file, which only 
specified channel information. The client port is not specified and wi ll be chosen 
dynamically from the avai lable ports at runtime. As with the server configuration 
file, you must enable full scriuli1.ation if you arc running the Talk .NET system 
with .NET I. I. Otherwise, the TalkCl ient wi ll not be allowed to transmit the 
ITalkClient reference over the network to the server. 
• cord iqut 1t1011> 
< sysLcm . ru11tir11 . rPmoL1rHJ ,,. 
<i!ppl ic.1tion> 
•' chc111111' l :1 > 
< !--Th,-. " 0 " por t 1• dt1clir • I to ti low 1 mollnu to 
choos -- ·· 
< ! -- Lh mo 1 1 1 1 1 • 111 1 . --> 
<ch1nncl P O I " O" 11 I " l r " 
< ! -- 1 f ~ 1 • 1 , un mm• 11 tht l in 
b low . --> 
< :Jt>t v •1 P1 ovi d••t .:i :> 
,. fo1m.itt1•r 11•1 '' bl11.a 1 y " 1ypul·1IL111.cV• I " Full " /> 
• / !ll'tVPl l'l ov I cll' t ti 
</cl1.inne 1 > 
</ chnr111P I !l> 
</ 1ppl iC I I l<)ll ) 
/ nytiLl'm. 111111im••.11 rnot 11111 > 
</ r:onl iq111 11 1011 > 
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6.9 Chapter Summary 
In th is chapler, I developed a P2P npplicntion using Rcmnting nnd showed 
how it could be modified inlo a peer-to-peer S) stem " ith n cent ml coordination 
server. This chapter also dove into thrc:iding intricncics and the heavy lifting need to 
manage concurrent access with 1he coordinat ion server. 
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Chapter 7 System Testing 
7. 1 Introduction 
7.2 T estability 
7.3 Attributes O f A ( ,ood Test 
7.4 Designing Test Cases 
7.5 Testing Strategics 
7.6 Valida tion And Verification 
7.7 C hapter Summary 
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7.1 Introduction 
System errors and fa ilure:-. occur mainly hcc:\u:-c l)f m \tkqu \le or improper 
testing. ()ual i1y system however demand!'> 1hat :-~ :-tcm he tc:-tcd properly. The 
purpose of 1esting i-, to detect the pre:-.encc of ermr-.. in !'>):-tcm: errors that have not 
been discovered yet undiscovered yet. I hat means. a good 1cs1 case is one that has a 
high probability of finding as a ye1 undiscovered error. A successful test is one that 
discovers errors where us an unsuccessful test is one that discovers no errors. The 
goal is to design tests that wil l uncover the greatest number of errors or classes of 
errors in minimum amount if time and effort. Successful testing wi ll result in quality 
system; -;ystem with fewer errors and which work according to speci fication and 
pcrfonnance requirements. It will lead to dependable and reliable <>ystcm . 
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7.2 Testability 
·1 he system designed must be amemlnhlc It) tc:.ting. I h.u 1, 111cans the system 
must have the following eh11ractcri !'- tic!'-. 
• Simplic ity 
The simpler the system, the easier it is to tc. 1. ystcm simplicity means that it is 
functionally and structurally simple nnd that it follows proper standards. 
• Understandabi lity 
A system is understandable if its des ign and interfaces between modules arc easy to 
understand. Understandability also impl ies that the associated documents are 
accurate, complete, accessible, and easy to follow . 
• Operability 
I he system must work properly i r you want to te\t it. ·1 hat is means it must have n 
fewer errors ns possible and that no bugs block the execution of tests. 
• Observable 
·1 his means the system states and variable arc visible or can be queried during 
execution, all factors afTecting the output arc visible, source code is accessible, 
interna l errors arc detected and reported, distinct outputs arc generated for each input, 
and incorrect outputs arc easily identified. 
• Controllability 
I his implies that all code-. arc executable th rough some combination of inputs. all 
possible outputs cnn he genemtcd th rough some comhinution ol inputs, inputs/output 
lornrnh 111 c con ... i,tcnt 1111d ..,trrn; tur ed. 11 11d test., can he (.Onvenicntly \ pcci ficd. 
u111tmrntcd nml reproduced. 
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• Decomposability 
The system i-; bui It from indcpc11dc11t 111od11 lcs nml thnt ~nd\ mmh1 k can he tested 
in<lcpcnth.:ntly . This helps to i '>olatc errors and perform rc-tc$ting mnrc ensily . 
• Stability 
The system changes arc infrequent nnd contro lled: chnngcs do not invalidate existing 
tests, and recovers wel l form errors. 
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7.3 Attributes Of A Good Test 
• It should not be redundant. have the s:1111c purpnsl! .1s :rnl,thcr test. It will 
simply waste time and rc-.ources. I hat i::. mcnn::. C\ Cl") test must have 
di flCrcnt purpo-;i..:. 
• It must have a high probabi l ity o f detecting nn error. That is means the tester 
must picture how the ~ystcm might fail. Ideally the potential errors are 
idcnt i ficd and tests arc designed to detect those errors. 
• It must uncover a whole c lass o f errors. 
• Each te~ I case should be executed separately. Combin ing several tests may 
be chcnpcr but it may result in side effects that may mask errors. 
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7.4 Designing Test Cases 
One of the objectives in test case tk.;i~n i-. tl' unl'n\l'r thl' ml''ISt mtmber of 
errors wi th the minimum amount of time amt dfon. I he test Ci\ SC must have the 
highest likelihood of detecting errors in the :- :-tern. :\ number of approaches or 
strategies have been proposed to this end with vcri fying degree of success. They are: 
a. Functional Testing 
This is intended lo exercise or test the functions specified in the system. It 
derives its test cases from the program specification. Know each of the function 
must do and design test cases to demonstrate that it works properly. 
b. Structural Testing 
This is used to exercise or test the internal strncture of the system. It derives 
its test cases from the knowledge of the program's intcmal strncture. 
c. lnterfnce Testing 
This is to test the user interface. It derives it 'i test cases from the program 
specification as well as from the knowledge of its interval interfaces. This is 
especia lly important in the Windows environment. 
The coding and integration stage begins nfh.:r the detailed design pht\!)C is 
complete. During this phnse of the development cycle. module'i nre co<led and 
documented using the detailed design as blueprint. /\., each module in Student 
t'alk .N I ~ r i" wri1te11. it i.; tc\ tcd tor errors and uny errors discovered arc removed. 
I he modules 111e then ns.,e111hlcd 1ugcthc1 to build the ">yStcm. /\\ the modules arc 
i11tcgra1ed. the "Y"lc111 i., tested. /\ l\c1 the inlcl;• .1tion is completed, the entire sy\tcm 
i ... 1c ... tcd l111thc1 hu l' ll\H ' It j, 11uprn11t11t to co11 ... idc1 ahead of time 111 order in \\h1c..h 
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the modules arc to be coded nnd the strntegy used to hui ld 1hc s :.tcm. l'hc lppn.),.<tch 
used in w <ling the modules 1111d ns'\e111hli11t-t the s ~ tcm i s ~nlkd rn intcgmtion 
strategy. There arc severa l alternat ive nu.!thnds. ench of which hns its pros nnd cons. 
Coding and testing arc carried t)llt in pamllcl. rhc npprl)nch chosen to guide 
integration affects both the progression of the coding and the scheduling of testing 
acti vities. The leve ls of testing include: 
• M odule Testing 
Tests if the individual modules meet the required spec ifications and are 
correctly coded. 
• Integration Testing 
Tests if all the modules (when integmted) work correctly. This ensures that 
the modules nre correctly interfaced. 
• Function Testing 
T ests if al l the functions required by the application and specified in 
requirements speci fication document arc working properly. 
• Pcr fom1ancc Testing 
Tests if the per formance o f' the system meets the required specifications. 
(Non-functional requirements) 
• Acceptance T esting 
l ests if the system can be accepted for operation. 
• lnslullution resting 
l e-.ts ii' the -.y-.tcan "ml-.-. cui 1cctl y in 1cul c11vi1on111e111. I hi-. is not ncccs'-<tr) 
i i the -.y-.tcan i -. developed in the 11-.c1'-. -..1c . 
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7.5 Testing Strategics 
7.5. 1 lntegn•tion Testing 
A Iler perfonning the unit test, the modules nrc intcgrntcd or combined into a 
work ing system. This integration is planned nnd co-coordinated o that when a 
fai lure occurs. it can be solved immediately. Then! arc two major approaches to 
integration: 
• Incremental approach 
·1 he modules arc added to one by one to the set of already integrated modules, 
when pcrfom1ing the integration test. the system is viewed as a hierarchy of 
modules. 
• Big-Bang I Non-incremental approach 
All modules arc combined together in one ~tep. 
There arc four type<:. of integration testing: Bottom-up. rop-down. Sandwich 
and Big-l3ang testing. 
7.5.2 Testing The Entire System 
This refers to testing of group of modules, up to and including the entire 
system. 'I he first level or the testing in the large is the integration testing. Integration 
testi ng begins by testing <:.mall group of nwdulc<:. and end<:. with the te-.ting the entire 
-.y-.tem. lntcgi ation te-.ting hn., two hro:id purpo-.c-.: 
• l'o 11.: ... 1 the i111c1luci111t 11 11d i11teg111tio11 o l'the ll HHlulc-. in the -.y ... tern 
• Io tc-.t the l11 11ctiu11n l pcrlo11rn111ee of the -.y ... tem 
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Acceptance testing is the second level M te,.ting in the lnrl!C. In oc1.-cptnnce 
testing, the user tests the entire sy~t c 111 . ·1 he gnnl nf 1h1s tc:-. ting is t{' m \k.c sure the 
system meets the user's 1eq11iremenh. 
Once the system tests have hecn sa1 is foe tor~ compktcd. 1hc system is ready 
for acceptance testing, which is testing the system in the environment where it will 
eventua ll y be used. The purpose of ncccptnnce 1es1ing is for users to determine 
whether the system meets their requirements. I he mos1 complete acceptance testing 
wi ll include alpha testing, where simulated but typical data are used for system 
testing; beta testing, in which li ve data arc used in the user's real working 
environments. 
During alpha testing, the entire system is implemented in a test environment 
to discover whether or not the system is overtly destructi ve to iu,clf or to the re-,t of 
the environment. The types of tests performed during alpha testing include the 
fo llowing: 
• Recovery testing 
f'orce the system to fail in order to verify that recovery is properly pcrfom1cd. 
• Security testing 
Verifies that protection mechanisms built into the system will protect it from 
improper penetration. 
• St res'> te~ l ing 
l'ries t() hrcal.. the sy-,tem (for e\amplc. whnl happen' \\hen a record ,., 
wrillen to the dulllha"c with i1u.:0111ph.:1c i1d(n111u1io11) 
• Pcrhn 111111H:c te'>t 111µ 
lk1c1111i11e.:'> ho' the '>ystcm p1.·rfo11 11 ., 011 lite 1u11gc uf p<>.,... ihlc environment., 
111 wlti1:h 11 11111 h1.· tN'tl (for c1'.11111ple, tlillcrcnl h11rdw11rc conligur.1tion\, 
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networks, operating systems); olkn the gonl is to hnvc tlw S) stt·m pcrfonn 
with similar response time and other pcrfonnnm'l' n\l';\Sllf\'S in cnch 
environment. 
In beta testing, subsets of the intended u:-as nm the !-) stem in their own 
environments usin~ their own datu. The intent of the beta testing is to determine 
whether the sofiware, documentntion. technical support and training activities work 
as intended. In essence. beta testing can be vie" ed as a rehearsal o f the installation 
phase. Problems uncovered in alpha and beta testing in any of these areas must be 
corrected before users can accept the system. 
The testing process should be precisely specified and set out in the project 
plan. It is desirable to start test planning at a relatively early stage in the system 
development process. It is u good practice to sturt to develop the '.'!Y'>lCm and 
acccptnnce test suite during the latter stages of the requiremenl'> specification. I he 
reasons for preparing the system tests and acceptance tests early arc that : 
• It helps the developers/analysis in carrying out requirements analysis 
• It helps to predict the resources required for system and acceptance testing 
• It helps to ant icipate special purpose teMing tools needed 
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7.6 Validation And Verification 
Val id at ion and veri Ii cat ion is the gc111.: rir tcnn 11:-.ed 11.'r d wd.ing proress. 
" hich ensures that the so il ware meeb its n.·q uiremcnt:-. nntl thnt the requirement 
meets the needs of thl! user. This pmce:-.s is a whnk life c~c lc process. It starts with 
requirements review and continues through regular and structured reviews to 
produce testing main objecti ves of validation and va ification arc: 
• Discovery of defects in the system 
• A \Sessrnent of whether or not the system is usab le in an operational situation 
Validation and verification can be di"ided into t\\ O broad groups, which arc 
dynamic nnd static. Testing is processing program co<lc to carry out 
va lidation and verification. Testing is the main dynamic approach to 
validation and verification. Prntot) ping can be vicwed as a tlymuuic 
requin.:nH.:nt 'i validation tl!chnique. Example'> of' static tcchniques include 
rev icw'> and form a I vcri Ii cat ion. 
7.6. 1 Static Verification 
I hi '> docs not involve progrnrn execution. lnstcad it concentrates on the 
examination of it\ design. The main objective is to detect error., or to prove that the 
program i-. con-;istent with its spec ification. I lowever. thi '> type of' verification 
cannot completely n.:place te:-.ting. "' it cannot predict the d) namic hchnvior of 
prngranl'.. I hc1 c arc tw~, hmad cl11-. ... c-. nl '> lllt ic vcri Ii cat i<111 tcchn ique-.. which arc 
lkv1c\\ :i nd h 11 111al Vcnl 11:111io11 . Review'> ore org1111i1cd 11ia11ual appro;iche., to 
t h~:d.i n1• 111\d 1111ah 1i11g -.u tl wnrc (code. dc'>ign '>pccll icatmn. rcqu1rcmcru ·., 
\ peu l11:a111111 ) I p11.•al r1.•v11.·\\ pro1.'1.' ''•I."" 111 e pl11 1111i111:. overview. prcpi1r.11m11. rc, .. or\... 
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and fo llow-up. For formal verification is the most compktc nnnl) sis ll-chniquc. 
When using this, we try to prove that a pmgrnm meets its ~pcci licnt it,n . l') pic:llly. 
the specification is given in terms or two assertions pr~-conditions nnd post 
conditions. which hold true before and a Iler the system ·s e:-.ccution. The system if 
correct if we can prove that it transforms the preconditions into the post conditions 
and that it terminates. 
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7.7 Chapter Summary 
In thi s chapter, we explain about the te-.ting tt"d1n1\.':\I th.\I nl'l'd t ~' usl' to tl'St 
the P2P application. I >uring the testing prnccs-.. nil the error!> nre hcing corrected. 
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Chapter 8 System Evaluation 
8.1 Introduction 
8.2 Problem Encountered And T heir Solutions 
8.3 System Strengths 
8.4 Current Enhancement 
8.5 Future Enhancements 
8.6 Chapter Summary 
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8.1 Introduction 
System evaluation is a process or evaluat ing tlw de\ d npt:d :-~ s tem tl) identil) 
the sy<>tem's strengths and limitations as ,,c11 ns for future cnh:rncements. It also 
enables the developer to solve the prohkm enClHllHcred during the S) stem ·s 
development. 
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8.2 Problem Encountered And Their Solutions 
In order to develop an interesting and user frknd l , P~P npplkntion. I hnvc 
faced various problems from making the proposal pn~r projec t until the 
development of the sy'>tem. I he following arc some o f the major problems and 
approaches taken to solve them from the beginning through the end of the 
development process. 
8.2. l Inexperienced In Using Programming Language 
Visual l3asic .NET is a new progrnmming language that actually prov ides the 
features that arc most important to programmers. such as object oriented 
programming. strings. gruphics. graphical user interface (GUI) components. 
exception handling. rnultithreading, multimedia, fi le processing, database processing, 
and many others features for implementing Internet based and World Wide Weh 
ba'ied applications that seamless ly integrate w ith window<.; based applications. 
I lowever. all these interesting featu res seem as hopeless and helpless a<.; I never 
being tnught about the lunguage. 
Solution: 
I lnwevcr, I must ma~c effort on how to explore the language and learned how to use 
it else I might not be able to complete my sy'item at all. T o overconu; this problem. 
1tH1ch time was 11:ally '>pent in kaminµ nnd gasping the new language. I learnt from 
hon~., and tutorial '> lru111 the lnh:rm:t. hnnlly. I a111 11hle lo le.1111 :111d 1111dcr'>li11H.I the 
l11 11gu11ge even thuu~·h there were ' t i ll rooms lor 11111, lcring it. 
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8.2.2 Lack Of Time 
I took the W X ES 3 I 82 i 11 the fin a I semester and that. I !-ti II h:n c man~ \.' l'urscs that I 
take along the project and most of them nre the third )Car\. p:1pL·rs nncl most of the 
paper arc hard to score and I need to concentrate mon: nn the courses as " ell as the 
project. Besides that, I need to face various assignments. tests and exams where I 
need to settle down the courses as well n~ the project. I he project itself has taken a 
lot of my time where it mu~t be developed everyda) and that I sometimes fe lt very 
stress and hopeless when I come to the hardest part . 
Solution: 
I lere. an eflccti ve and maximum time management and scheduling arc very 
important to ensure that every as-;ignment given and the project can he done and 
~ettlc down in a timely mannl.!r, means on time. I have managed my time properly 
and that : I am able to linish my as~ignml.!nts and proj\.!ct on time. 
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8.3 System Strengths 
A Iler finishing developing my sys1cm. I li.H11HI thnt the~ arc $C\ era I $trcngths 
in my <.,ystcm that might case the users to use it. Even 1hough 1hc strengths nre not 
good enough. I am satisfied with it as I said before that I never have experienced in 
developing such system using the tools that nc er been used before, and once I am 
able to muke it, I am happy w ith it. Below arc the strengths of my system. 
8.3.1 Friendly Graphical User Interface 
The major advantHge that I figured out from my system is that it provide<., 
friendly and easy to use user interfaces. I designed provides friendly and easy to use 
user interfaces. I designed everything u<., ing Visua l Basic .NET and I am managed to 
design interfaces that the system must hns. rhc GU I components such a'> the server 
and the cl ient and muny more that a P2P application mu'it have. A ll thc'>c CiUb arc 
essential for the users so that they arc able to use it. 
8.3.2 System Transparency 
This refers to the condit ion where the users do not need to worry about how 
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8.4 Current Enhancement 
I managed to keep track wi1h whnl I hnw pmpo~cd in m~ proposnl and I 
1hink that there wen; no big changes excepl for 1he User lnh.:rfacc Design. Besides 
that. this is done to make my \ys1cm much simpler and )Cl presentable. I feel more 
comfortable with the current design nnd I have received many comments from my 
friends regarding the user interface and all 1he comments are very supporting. 
Main func1ions: 
• Each c lient can send messages to each other. 
• Each cl ien1 also can share their files. 
• Each client can c lear all the received messages. 
• Each c lient can conncct/dic;connect to a certain cen tral coordina1ion 'ierver. 
Mnin Fentures: 
• Friendly user inlerface uo,; ing VB .NET coding. 
• Mechanismc; to handle users who supply duplicate user name. 
• Can connect/disconnect to certain central coordinator. 
• It allows multiple c lient'\ 10 instant messaging and sharing tiles. 
• Clients-s ide threading code to properly bundle user inlcr foce refreshes. 
particularly when multiple messages arc received at once. 
• (' leaning up di'iconneeted clients. 
• Di'iplay lime when in'ilant 111es-.agi 11~ und o,;huring lilc'i . 
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8.5 Future Enhancements 
If there arc sti ll times for me to enhance m~ current ~)~tcm. I "l'Hld lik.c to 
make it more interesting and fasc inating. There arc olwn) s nc" idens encountered 
during the development of the system. I IO\\cver. due to time con traints. not all of 
these ideas could be incorporated into the S}Stem. ome of my ideas arc: 
• Interactive and Dynamic Interface 
Additional interactive images such as .. GIF'' images and Flash can make the 
system more interesting and attracting. 
• Scalabil ity Challenges with the Simple Implementation 
In its current fonn, the Student Ta lk .NE r appl ication is hard pressed to scale in 
order to serve a large audience. The key problem is the server component, which 
could become a critical bottleneck as the traffic increases. ·1 o reduce this 
problem, we need to switch lo the decentralized approach. 
• Firewall s. Ports and Other Issues 
Remoting does not provide any way to overcome some of the difficulties thot nre 
inherent with networking on the Internet. For example, fin:walls, depending on 
thei r settings, can prevent communication between the clients and the 
coord ination server. 
• Optional Features 
Finally. there arc a number of optional fcotun.:s that we can add to Student 
l'alk .NFT. These include variable user \talu\, 11 \e r authentication with a 
pa.,.,word. nnd buddy l i -.1-.. 
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8.6 Chapter Summary 
Student Talk .NET presents a strni g.htfornard \\I\)' to reinvent the popular 
insta nt messaging and file sharing application in .Nl::T code. llo" cver. as it 
currently stands, it is best suited for small groups of users and heavi ly rel iant on a 
central coordination server. 
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User Manual 
I. Before you can start using the P2P application. tudcnt Tnlt... .NET. you mu t 
install Microsofl framework 1.1. 
2. You can download the framework I. I via Microsoft homepage, it is free and 
used to support the application being developed using Microsoft Visual 
Studio .NET. 
3. After you have installed the framework I.I , now you can start running the 
P2P application, just click on the TalkScrver.exe. 
/l Student Talk .tlfT Server (TraceJ)iSplay} 
Student Talk .NET Server user interface. 
4. You wi ll sec the ubovc screen which used to tmcc nil the activities being nm 
in ull the clicnt upplicutions. which is co1111cctcd to it. 
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5. After you have running the server application, now you just need to click. on 
TalkClient.exe to lnunch the client applicntion, nnd type th' scr\lcr lP nddre s 
which you want to connect to, and the user name. 
~ I OIJIO 
SetvttlP: j10.100. l.203 
USicr Name: A 
OK 
Client A 
~ Logm ·_. 
ServttlP: j10.100. l.203 
USicr Name: 
EXlt 
Client 0 
6. When there are two clients connect to the server with IP address 
I 0. 100. 1.203, the user interface of cl ient A as below: 
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!(,, 'ilucfi-nl Ttilk .lli-t · A (Conm•d1•il) - ---.~  
Fie Edt 
Users 
A 
f h 
Send lo: Offer a Fie I 
'---------------I ~-I _:J 
!Client Conntcbon Status f~~ 
6. Now, you can click on the client, who you want to send message or oITcr a 
file. 
7 Al the Menu Edit, you can clear all the recent messages. And Menu f ile, you 
can disconnect and connect to another server or exit the program. 
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